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THE MISSION OF SECULARISM.
BY FELIX

In the pursuit of
tion of

purpose

all

human

efficient co-operation;

enterprises a clear defini-

it

prevents

Secularism has undoubtedly
stumbling-blocks.

Its

It

The

ob-

it

progress of

been retarded

doctrine

secures

aberrations;

and misconstructions.

viates illusions

by

such

has been mistaken for

a gospel of sensuality and egotism, for a depreciation of

the higher

human

favor of the lower propensities

in

"

mind.

of the

Earthlv

things should subserve the
divine," says our pious brother. "
should encourage

We

the beautiful, the useful will encourage

itself,"

says our

aesthetic sister.

Now,

the truth

that, in

is

a

normal

conditions, the beautiful and the divine

state of social
(i. e.,

the moral

metaphysical principle), as well as the useful, will en-

courage themselves, an excess on either side being naturally followed by a reaction in the opposite direction.

When

the pursuit of

citizens of

of

Rome

began

arts

When

blossoms.

power and wealth had secured

the

a surplus of material blessings, the love

to

unfold a profusion
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unsightly root of the thorn, and spring-

in the

time will swell the buds of the wild mountain-flower as
well as of the best-nursed garden plant.

a chief condition of success.

is

slumbers
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But about the time which forms the
ing-point of our

Aryan

wasted

an

were stricken with the plague

An

of a

moral

Asiatic pest, the poison of the life-blight-

ing doctrine of pessimism, crept over the moral atmos-

phere

god-gardens;

of the mediaeval

centuries the light of reason

for

a series of

underwent an

eclipse, the

were perby an insiduous depreciation, and afterward
by a remorseless suppression of their normal instincts.
The ideal of human endeavors was no longer the Beautiful or the Useful, but the Woeful; a capacity for selftorture became the standard of human virtue, the renunciation of all earthly blessings the measure of human
merit; health, manhood, freedom, science and industry
were sacrificed on the altar of antinaturalism, and during
a millennium of madness the progress of sixteen nations
of the noblest race was limited to the invention of new

ethical standards of millions of our ancestors

verted,

first

instruments of torture.

As

of spontaneous

sophists of Greece

race

epidemic.

significant turn-

chronological era the nations of the

the waters of the pent-up stream gradually rose

against

dam,

the

embankments were constantly

its

undue proportion of time on hyperphysical speculation,
the satire of Aristophanes, and the practical protest of
the Cynics, brought their countrymen back from cloudland to earth.
After the rush for paradise had led the
hosts of Islam from conquest to conquest, the victors

strengthened; the vast and powerful organization of the
mediaeval church seemed to defy the very hope of

devoted their leisure to architecture, to rational agriculture and science.
When the population of China seemed

ing gaps, inaugurated that era of rapid progress which

marasmus of selfish sensuality, Confucius,
success, though without an appeal to the

The

resistance; but nature at last prevailed.

pressure

of the accumulated waters finally burst their fetters, and

the flood of revolt, forcing

in the

course of the

last

its

way through

fourteen decades

ever-widenhas tried to

to sink in tie

retrieve the delay of a long series of centuries.

with signal

But the guilt of a thousand years' crime against
Nature has not yet been expiated. The river has broken
its dam, but its ancient bed has been overgrown with
weeds and choked with drift-sand; the rushing flood has

authority of any supernatural agencies whatever, inculcated the
religion,

duties

i.

e.,

of a sublime

altruism.

cosmological traditions, has received
deserves, even
earliest

Speculative

the study of spiritual manifestations and

among barbarous

all

the

attention

nations, in the

it

very

The normal progress
development leads from militant barbarism to

ages of authentic history.

of social

new

torn out
eddies

and

channels and wastes

shallows

obstacles there; an

here,

its

waters, surging in

dashing against hopeless

undoubted advance

in

the

right

stability

undoubted aberration and
abuses of a suddenly-regained freedom.
Orthodoxy, the religion of antinaturalism, proposes

tion,

to

the organization of a military

and

commonwealth,

to political

and the recognition of civil rights, to co-operaindustry and wealth, to art, literature, refinement

Nations grow as trees grow and have to
spread their roots and acquire stamina before they can
produce flowers and fruit. The promise of the rose
science.

direction

is

attended with an

remedy the

evil

by reconstructing the dam, and thus

putting an end to further progress, as well as to

its

abuse.

Secularism, the religion of reason, proposes to confine
the river to

its

normal banks, and

limit

its

waste without
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hindering
revolt,

proposes to

work

a chance to

Anarchism, the religion of
break all flood-gates and give Nature

progress.

its

out her

own

salvation.

plan by the

Time has proved the futility of the first
power of a reaction, which was only strengthened by

But the violence of that reaction,
though its unaided strength may surmount all obstacles,
cannot dispense with guidance on its forward way.
resistance and delay.

Nature cannot at once accommodate herself to abnormally-changed circumstances, and we must admit that
the normal instincts of the human race, which antinaturalism has failed to suppress, have at least been

The

sadly perverted.

long-suppressed love of personal

The

self-help.

suppression of harmless recreations has

knowledge will become an aid to faith, and converts will no
longer be obliged to renounce their allegiance to truth

will invite, rather than discourage, free inquiry;

and

self-respect.

Secularism will be
ity that

realities of the

its

till

victims have

forgotten to distinguish her garb from its counterfeit.
The suppression of natural science has driven the submissive into stolid nescience
tellectual pursuits

— the

—

contented renunciation of

in-

bolder into pseudo-science, the

peace 'with

all

dead as

sacrifice the living to the

Secularism invites the alliance of

name of religion itself, since neither physical nor
moral health has ever encountered a deadlier foe than
the system that inculcates the vanity of secular pursuits
in the

and depreciates the blessings of earth

The

inquiry has fostered the loathsome vice of

who

People

outraged

in

the

have avenged
ethics

name

their

synonyme

a

saw

for generations

by the

suppression of free
hypocrisy.

their holiest

rights

of a pretended truth of revelation,

wrongs on

truth

itself,

of cant and hiding

by making

their

private

dogma,

saner creeds, even

all

in disguise.

bane of the liberating specific.

the

sacrifices

Against the life-poisoning delusions of that

ers in the ranks of the most sincere apostates from the
They have exchanged
tenets of the established creed.
for an equally
poison-mongers
spiritual
the drugs of their
the thralbreak
who
like
opium-eaters
baneful antidote,

of their habit only to find themselves fettered

it

present world to be chimeras of ghost-land.

morbid mysticism and neo-gnosticism that finds support-

dom

other religions,

teaches the antagonism of body and mind, and

ency to evade the appeals of reform, asceticism having
guise of virtue

at

except the pseudo-religion of that earth-blighting insan-

would

in the

must demonstrate the identity of
by teaching the refugees from the

bondhouse of asceticism to distinguish the monitions of
their normal instincts from the morbid cravings of vice,
and the rights of natural liberty from the claims of lawless insolence.
A religion of reason and science will
make conformity an honor rather than a reproach to its
confessors, and reduce dissent to a synonyme of infidelity
The exponents of that religion
to the laws of Nature.

begot a furtive delight in vicious pleasures and a tend-

masqueraded

We

rebellious vice.

virtue and happiness

liberty has been perverted into a love of license, a hatred

of laws and authority, a tendency to nihilism and reckless

COURT.

To how

large an

may

already been tacitly recognized,

as so

the energy of their

those temporal blessings

denounce

tinues to

in a

now devote

working days to a pursuit of
which their Sunday creed con-

as sinful vanities.

Pessimism has thus

evils

truth has

be inferred from

the fact that millions of our fellow-men even
all

many

extent that

The

doctrine of

two-fold sense become a sham-

and the mission of Secularism involves the task
the danger of the moral interregnum
threatened by the collapse of a more and more evidently
religion,

of

obviating

spurious basis of ethics.

The

solution of that task does

new revelation,

theories on the highest interests of their species behind a

not require the preternatural aid of a

mask

only the re-establishment of a truth which long guided the

of habitual dissimulation.
of Secularism has been tersely
of rescuing the human mind
problem
the

The main purpose
defined

as

from

exile in ghost-land; but

its

many

of our brethren

have endured that exile till they have become strangers
They are still
in the house of their Mother Earth.
biased by an hereditary lack of trust in the competence
of their natural instincts, and

ism to revive that

trust.

it is

We

pursuit of happiness before the world of our forefathers

was darkened by

home

of

must no longer be

Moloch

all

Her

blessings

sacrificed, neither in offerings to the

of supernaturalism,

nor

in

the

mad

riots

of

the

of the dreadful

highest physical

eclipse,

and the

attained.

the mission of Secular-

her children.

shadow

highest moral welfare of mankind can be only conjointly

POSSIBILITIES.
BY

tation of ivorldliness

cherished

the

the truth, namely, that

must redeem the impu-

from its implied reproach, and
restore the cosmos of our wonderful earth to its ancient
associations of beauty, bounty and self-maintaining order.
We must replant the groves of Pan and awaken the
God of fields and forests from his long slumber; we
must teach the votaries of Nature to worship their God
in his own temple.
Earth must once more become the

but

The

first

world seem

The

ROWLAND CONNOR.

clear indications of
to

come from the

human

existence in this

last pre-glacial

period.

date of these indications cannot be given with any

The flung-out hypotheses of our
to accuracy.
men will lasso the exact truth some day; but as
we can only affirm that the race of man is many

approach
wise
yet

thousands, possibly even hundreds of thousands, of years
old.

There

is

no doubt, however, that pre-glacial man,

alike in Africa, Asia,

Europe and America, was only a
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hunter of other wild animals and a miserable savage.
L,ong ages passed before the cave-dwellers ceased to

modern productions.

break the marrow-bones of the ancient mammals of
Europe, and through all those ages man was still a
savage. His progress at first seems to have been almost

philosophy, will live forever,

The germ

immeasurably slow.
called civilization

of nothing that can be

discoverable until a comparatively

is

recent time, and what that

germ was,

when

or

first

it

What
it

is

But circumstances have changed.

born to-dav

invention, or

in

will not only live, but

Printing,

given us within the

if

or science, or

art,

we wish

And

to live.

it

will continually reproduce.

it

which

instance,

for

1

new, has

practically

is

years a host of other arts,

last fifty

and professions, and machines innumerable; but a hunexperimenters, who are carefully watching it,

dred

appeared,

is more a matter of speculation than of knowlBut there was a germ; and it grew; and real
civilizations budded from it in the Nile and Euphrates
valleys, and a few other spots, and blossomed brightly

could prophesy with calm conviction concerning a host

edge.

of other arts just starting from

some

railway and telegraph; but of what are these not the
parents, and of what children yet unborn will they not

five or six

thousand years ago.

They were
could not live.
bv the wilderness growths of savagery, and
slowly died. But, dying, some pollen was blown to
Eur >pean soil, and there helped to fertilize some other
But these blossoms

hemmed

in

who

trod the deck of the

men

and

river,

Not only

is

inventive genius

to

Only recently

live.

has

a

and

restricted predecessors of

civilization

What

is

are

former times.

This

last

seem

rapid.

on the telephone

New

in

York

city,

and was amused, with other auditors, when the curious
little toy reproduced the notes of a choir on the oppoIts practical usefulness was then a
site side of the river.

dream

But three years afterward,

of the inventor.

woods of the great Northwest, he sat

the primeval

in

in

the

locomotive cab of a logging railroad while the engineer

climbed

down

to

unlock a rough box nailed

the telephone within

camp

might bring him

it

Our progress

" boss."

to a tree, that

from

his orders

inventions and in

in

some

the practical assimilation of their results will be

much

more rapid

years.

of

belong to

its

possibilities?

distinct

may

is

so vast that they

The

orders.

find

them both

alike, but,

the gray matter of the brain, or mingles a

We
we

anatomist's

between
the beastly savage who cannot add two and two, and
the man who can lovingly read The Data of Ethics,
there is apparently less real kinship than between the
former and the chimpanzee. And yet the disciple of the
philosopher has sprung from his barbarian ancestor
almost as suddenly as the butterfly springs from the
grub. There is a mysterious potency in civilization. It
puts an elixir into the blood, or recombines the atoms of
probe and scalpel

new element

because

only as

we

do so can we rationally
it must soon produce.

account for the amazing growths

The

"lost arts" of the ancients have caused

tics

to question

the

permanency

of

our

some

scep-

analogous

the last

in

fairly learned to

fifty

handle the

new

tools

of

man on

the earth

have been made very often, but are mostly of a fanciful
nature.
They have been designed to furnish amusing
reading,

and have seldom paid much regard

to the

Utopias, also, are

many,

necessity of a basis of fact.

but their authors have written them chiefly as pleasing
methods of advocating some pet social theory, and they

By

are therefore useless for our present purpose.
fining ourselves strictly

present knowledge,
of the future

hand which

civili-

than

fifty

working with.
Attempts to predict the future

and a thousand years of chrysalis, but the wings began
to unfold only yesterday.
I put especial emphasis upon the comparative new-

modern

next

have not yet

The

ness, as well as the assured perpetuity, of

in the

are

or somewhere with the chemistry of man's
make-up, so that he is transformed, and we cannot from
his long past, but only from his recent development,
prophecy what he may become. Ages of worm-life

somehow

zation,

is

the

between him and the savage

to

with each

fertile

destined to possess the earth.

Although, compared with the age of his ancestral
tree, the civilized being is very, very young, already the
distance

more

Less than ten years ago the writer listened

to the first lecture

struggled

ante-date the familiar

our assimilation of inventions

succeeding year, but

Greece and Rome. But these, too, were blighted.
Northern and Eastern hosts of barbarians were flung
upon and trampled over them, and for a thousand years
bloomed, so profuse, so hardy, with roots so
deep and spreading, that savage growths recede before
it.
It cannot be crushed, or even badly injured, by the
same enemies that dealt so cruelly with its immature

are yet living

be the sires hereafter!

more

civilization

Men

it.

steamboat on the Hudson

who

are not old

early blossoms that gave us the greater civilizations of

civilization

first

may

I

to legitimate deductions

believe that

some broad

con-

from

outlines

be drawn with considerable accuracy.

unavoidable errors will be those arising from a
of

non-consideration

unknown

forces yet

to

be

dis-

covered.

Of

mechanical inventions there are several just at

tant as those

will be followed

due

to the

by

results fully

One

steam engine.

as impor-

of the first

Its
be the submarine boat.
been demonstrated in New York
harbor a feeble beginning, indeed, but no more imperfect than the beginnings of gunpowder and the
in

order of

time

will

feasibility has already

—

printing

press.

Of

the

knowledge

under the waves, and of the changes

in

to

be acquired

commerce and
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naval warfare sure to follow

submarine navigation, there

is

the

practical success

room

for

of

abundant specu-

But we may be reasonably certain that Jules
Verne's imaginary Twelve Thousand Leagues Under
the Sea will have its wonders surpassed by the stubborn facts of one hundre years hence.
Closely following submarine navigation, o perhaps,
lation.

1

preceding

The
for

come

will

it,

the safe navigation of the

inflated balloon has

many

blocked the

way

air.

of invention

now that its principle is seen to be
we know that the successful flying-

years, but,

erroneous, and

can be prepared with about the same amount
as

now

surface

coal
to

be

followed by as important practical results, will be the
perfecting of the "electroscope"

strument which

— that remarkable

in-

virtually telegraphs rays of light, and,

the

of

looked for during

curious interest, though not likely

Sun-power should before

immense

the

waste,

may

On

replace

profitably

point can be

mankind

reached,

measured

brought

to

now

Vast commercial,

Long

before

that

more

and will largely occur
years.

within the

next one hundred

however,

changes,

greater

Still

will be

tunately,

One

gradually.

tread,

and

of later date,

of the

and

he perfected

to

Organic chemistry

many

furnished on demand.

we may

power

expect analogous additions to the

of the telescope.

processes

Bodilv force

is

of

At present we are

digestion

fed bunglingly.

seldom

are

completed.

dissipated in the disposal of waste

we

stand

at

the thresholds of four

injurious matter, and the normal energy of each

wonderful

worlds, and

hold

in

our hands

is

weapons

be perfected for their conquest

evident that

It is

to

the crude

— the

world, the aerial world, the world of the infinitely

ocean
little,

kept very far below

Of

course,

profit

all

in this

needed will be

the wants of the body, and will be

exactly adapted to

The

years hence,

moving

steadily

is

come with

by laboratory manu-

will be the preparation of all food

facture.

reached

will be

greatest of these, to

the agent of wonderful discoveries, and presumably, at
a later date,

will follow

certain other attainments, which, fortunately or unfor-

direction, and, eventually, the nutrition

in

changes will

social

follow the attainment of the possibilities already indie ted

Germany, and which is said to add almost
fabulously to the power of the microscope, will become
invented

to

will be using a

and

industrial

daily goes

do not think our

I

it.

mines will ever be exhausted.

coal

across the Atlantic ocean.

one of the above inventions is
perfection, however, the new glass, recently

the sea-coast, however,

energy, which

tidal

economical source of power.

before any

have taken the place of

this

inland places.

in all

and

source,

this

has already been
must soon succeed.

Invention

earth.

toward

by throwing them upon a metallic disk, enables us to
look upon actions taking place at a distance with the
same ease and distinctness with which we now receive
sounds by the telephone. Some combination of these
two instruments will enable us in the future not only to
talk with distant friends but to look at them while we
are talking; and that which is possible to-day within a
distance of fifty miles becomes possible on the morrow

Long

it

some day, the momentous and perplexing servant
girl problem will be forever solved.
Our sources of mechanical power will greatly change.
We now dig from the bowels of the earth, at great
expenditure of labor, the compact sunshine of the coalbeds, stored away ages ago, and neglect entirely, as a
source of power, the sun-heat poured daily upon the

will be

directed

Of more

labor

of"

attends the touching of an electric button, as

machine must be heavier and not lighter than the atmosphere, the production of a practical machine may be
this generation.

When breakfast

able from housekeeping employments.

its

possible or

kinds of farming

maximum

and pastoral

and

person
limit.

life,

for

and livelihood, will he ultimately abolished, and

and an astronomical world as far surpassing our present
one as that of the observer with a Lord Rosse telescope
exceeds that of the Chaldean shepherds. And instruments, of which the present electroscope is the forerun-

the forms of social organizations will be correspondingly

ner, will bind together the scientific

fectious diseases,

worlds
will

in so close

seem

to

a

communion

of

he the inmates of a

conquerors of these
workers that they

common workshop,

changed.
Side by

side with

gradual attainment

the

mastery over

result will be the

whether

poisonous effluvia

all

their origin

be traceable to

But long

microscopic germs.

or

before the abolition of diseases,

of this

contagious and in-

we may

expect the ex-

am! each one will have the help of the accumulating

termination of

riches of

noxious weeds and insects, and the numerous parasites

Thai
will soon

all.

ali
lie

railways, including those of city

run by electricity, and that

ing and other similar work will

streets,

heavy truckbe done by the same
all

agent, rendering horses useless, except for pleasure purposes, I regard as almost a self-evident proposition. The

which now
strength.

all

infest

ferocious and

the

Moreover,

unnecessary animals,

human body and rob
it

is

it

of

much

apparent that the abolition of

disease, the extermination of

all

varieties

of animal and

vegetable enemies, the possession of a perfectly adapted

same agent will also he employed in the domain of
household economy in manifold ways, lessening greatly

and nutritious food, and the accompanying discoveries
which will prevent the ossification of the tissues, or those
equivalent and analogous changes which produce old

the disagreeable and enervating drudgery

age, together with the cessation of that large part

now

insepar-

ol

the

—
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for existence

struggle

important factors, will result

human

life

is

connected with these

a great

in

prolongation of

— not an old age of " labor and sorrow," but a

lengthened maturity of vigor and wholesome enjoyment.
Thus far the possibilities indicated are supposed to

be desirable, or

human

in

And

nature.

may come

not objectionable, and

at least

of any serious revolution

to pass without the necessity
if

men were thoroughly

all

power

moral, and were disposed to exercise whatever

they might possess for the good of their fellow men, no
.one need wish for any limit to their future greatness.

33

ervation will necessitate the extinction of vice and crime
of all kinds, as well as the cessation of

Men

more

perceive

will

clearly, learn

more

think more accurately than they do now.

But, unfortunately, of some

now

are thoroughly immoral, and

schooling will become exceedingly rapid.

moral, are certainly

which now vex the
by immature minds.

men have

men it mav be said that they
many others, if not imweak or stupid. The great bulk of

not that intellectual and moral development

which would allow them

would wish

instance,
serfs

No

They might

use

the brutalized Russian

to annihilate the

instead,

it,

safety

blow up the Ural mountains.

to

But we must face the

Empire.

power with

right-minded person, for

to give to

dynamite enough

power

to possess

and others.

to themselves

fact that this

may

when we

a terrible fact,

quences.

As

but

become

it

will

yet only a

of astounding

a

consider

few

common
in his

conse-

now

susceptible

man,

pocket, or in his pipe,

power

his will, to annihilate

flash,

—

able

evolve a religious

to

and philosophical creed which shall contain imperisha-

THE HARMONY OF THE SPHERES.
BY PAUL CARUS, PH.D.

Some months ago a pamphlet was published by
M. Lersch, Ueber die Syinmetrischen Verhaelt-

Dr. B.

nisse dcs Plancten Systems,

(On the Symmetrical Prowhich is of more

than ordinary interest, since

is

men may be

last,

property, and

biped acquaintance the ability to exterminate

armies with a lightning

at

portions of

whole
communities.
That the ordinary man of the world
will be forced to assume this awful responsibility, it
seems to me no one can doubt. Will he, before that
time comes, cease to be the same man with whom we
are now most intimately acquainted ?
Give to our
present

perhaps, even,

All mere
Difficulties

ble germs.

at

any

enough, and subject only to

And

say one thousand years from

readily,

Problems,

German

possible

To-morrow,

Social

be readily disentangled

ablest, will

are masters of the secret;

modifications.

good or bad, may have

its

almost solve themselves.

difficult, will

supposed

some
time in the future, and perhaps very soon, become the
real power of every man, good, bad or indifferent.
The discovery of our ability to store or box electricity is
hands of the ignorant serf

in the

war.

all

most gigantic kind may first intervene, but I have no doubt that ultimately power will
remain in the hands of those who are most worthy to
use it.
In the nature of things nothing else is possible.
When the storms have blown over, the survivors of
mankind will possess powers almost divine. Bodily
energy and brain force will be wonderfully developed.

convulsions of the

added to the power of

through the air, or of passing at will and
safety beneath the ocean waves, and he would de-

the Planetary System),
is

it

the conclusion of a

series of scientific aspirations, thus affording

gratification

human mind.

the

to

arrangement of the planets
result

the discover}'

is

in

of the

Its

an unusual

subject

is

our solar system, and

the
its

law which governs the

—

a law revealing the
which underlies the most complicated phenomena and furnishes evidence of the harmonious grandeur

revolutions of the celestial bodies
simplicity

of the creation.

Even

Pythagorean era the harmony of the

in the

spheres was recognized and

taught as the rythmical

sailing at will

sounds produced by the proportionate motion of the

in

celestial bodies;

populate the earth.
If the
scientific

human

Aristotle,

race

is

to be preserved, the progress of

invention and discovery will

make

necessary

who

hypothesis,

it

and although the idea was rejected by
considered

with Aristotle's view

that our rapidly-developing civilization can be assimi-

does not disprove

lated only

all

by certain progressive

portion of these races.

few savage
are blighted

races,

by

if

its

It

is

and by the best

a well-ascertained fact that

any, can endure civilization.
glare, and, in close contact

perish in a few generations.

more

races,

They
with

it,

This process will continue

There is no hope of an earthly
immortality for the great mass of mankind, and,
among the progressive and enlightened races, self-presrapidly hereafter.

an ingenious but erroneous

accepted by the people of later ages

immoral and weak men.
This may be effected by natural causes or by social
decree.
I mention these two methods because I believe
the complete extinction of

it

has been 'transmitted to us, not because

was

—but for

— who rather agreed

the reason that the idea

too striking to be easily forgotten.

The

fact that

we do
it;

not hear the music of the skies

because, as Pythagoras said,

we

are

from our infancy, and modern physicists, who cannot, on the ground of their scientific
theories, object to the possibility of sound produced by
the motion of heavenly bodies in ether, may say that
accustomed

at least the

to

it

human

ear

is

incapable of perceiving sounds

with such long intervals of undulation.
Interesting though

it

may

be, the question

whether

the orbits of the stars resound with music will not be
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included in this discussion, which shall be strictly con-

whether the

planets, in

harmoniously arranged.

However

fined to the consideration of
their

circuits,

romantic

this

are

idea seems to be,

than simple poetry and

nevertheless,

it is,

germ

contains the

it

more

of a cosmic

truth.

Pythagoras' doctrine of the harmony of

on the theory that number

rests

Modern chemistry shows

is

the importance of the

proportions in the elements of

ical

stances; and

spheres

the essence of tlii)igs.

more marvelous

still,

numer-

the different sub-

we

as

learn from the

Law

ofMultiples, the different chemical combinations
take place according to geometrical principles.

Of all geometrical proportions
and mean ratio is at the same time
comprehensive
it

in

and the subject
the

ries,

known
It

in

to

its

ancients

called

it

Germany

as the

many remarkable

golden

depends on the division of

is

a line into

whole.

to the

Again,

upon the whole

triang e be erected

it

is

cut.

two unequal
segment is to

The

rectangle

constructed with the smaller part and the whole
to the square of the larger.

corolla-

proportia divina;

parts, in such proportion that the smaller

the larger as the latter

understood

his 30th proposition of

treated in

Owing

the 6th book.

Euclid

application.

its
is

that of the extreme

the most simple and

if

is

equal

a right-angled

line,

with

its

right

angle situated in the perpendicular line drawn from the
point of division, then the smaller of the sides contain-

ing the right angle
line

which

is

equal to th

is

thus divided in the

A

arger portion of the

mean and extreme
B

C
1

I

AC

:

C B

=B

C

1!

A.

ratio.

—
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was destroyed and, consequently,
as a mere curiosity.

series

this

now

is

it

the shape of

regarded by astronomers

Notwithstanding
abandoned.

this failure, the aspiration of

Wherever

find-

Professor A. Troska,* ceasing to regard

new

ventured on a

explanation, which

he pub-

lished in 1S75.

His theory
olution

is

that twice the time of one planet's rev-

exists,

generally

it

additionally interesting to discover that artists
creations unconsciously apply the same remarkable principle.
In architecture, as well as in statuary
and in painting, as Zeising showed in the above men-

sum

of the revolutions of

its

two

duced, as

revolution of Mercury,

masterpieces.

and that of

interior neighbor,

its

Mercury revolves in 87 and
our Earth in 365 days, which make 452. Again, by
doubling this number (452 X 2 = 904), we have the sum
of the revolutions of Venus (225) ami Mars (6S6),
which together are 91 1 days.
Again, this number doubled (=1822), is about equal
its

proportion

It is

Thus, twice the period of the circuit of
Venus, which is 450 days, is approximately equal to the

neighbors.

the Earth,

constant

a

in their

equal to the

is

crystals and flowers, the construcand particularly of the human form.

depends upon that ratio which is termed the golden cut •
and it is with awe and amazement that we thus recognize the mathematical harmony of the world.

distances as the proper clue to the solution of the question,

many

tion of animals

ing the law of the rhythm of our solar system was not

35

tioned book, the proportio divina

exterior, for

to the addition of the revolutions of Earth (365) and
one of the Asteroids (1,500), together 1,865 d a )' s
This proportion is also applicable to the orbits of the
The sum total of the periods in which
exterior planets.
Saturn and Neptune complete their circuits is 10,759-)-

Professor

tions,
in

is

repeatedly intro-

Madonna, by Raphael, and other

Sixtina

Pfeiffer,

Zeising's doctrine and,

of

Dillingen,

among

lately enlarged
other additional observa-

he corroborated the importance of

proportion

this

The apparent

the planetary system.

lack of regu-

larity in Professor Troska's series subsequently
induced
other scientists to re-investigate the question and thus

led to

A

-

= 71,045,

in the

its

final solution.

M. B. Lersch calculated the
when bodies revolve in distances
extreme and mean ratio, which is
1.6 1. Basin"-

mathematician, Dr.

periods of revolution
of the

1

:

on the famous law, which is established
by Kepler, that the squares of revolution are proporhis calculation

which

is

nearly equal to twice the rev-

olution of Uranus, that

is,

61,374 (the exact period being

tionate to the cubes of the mean distance, he discovered
that if two planets move at distances of 1: 1.
61, they

consider the entire series of the planets,

must revolve in periods which are as
2.03.
This
number, however, agrees better than Professor Troska's
"law of duplication " with facts and concurs strictly

60,186

30,687).

When we

"the law of duplication"

is still

sum

sustained; for the

of the days of revolution of Mercury (1), Earth (3),
one medium Asteroid (5), Saturn (7) and Neptune (9),
occupy nearly twice the period necessary for the revolutions of the

interposed planets

Jupiter (6) and Uranus

Earth

365-26

Asteroids

ii5°o.

Saturn

10,759.22

Neptune

60,125.

2

(

Mars

),

(4),

with the

Venus
Mars

proportion

"

30,686.82

"

days

1

:

the slight difference of about

of the total.

,*,

this

calculated with

days

ratio

is

only

more accuracy,

A. Zeising, who recognized

fested a

wonderful tendency

the proportion

that

to construct

of the extreme and

nature mani-

according to

mean

constantly detect the application of this law;
*I

am

regulative

law of

the

Divine

circuits

of

fixed

stars

we cannot deny
may follow the

of suns as well as the formation of the tiny limbs of the
the

nized as an
scientists

harmony

of the cosmic laws

mav

be recog-

established fact;

of to-day, like

and the most advanced
Pythagoras of yore, look for

explanations of the problems" of nature in the mysteries
of number or proportion.

There

2.03.

Other investigators have approached the problem
from a different standpoint and in the year 1S54 an
exceedingly interesting work was published by Professor

which the planets

smallest insects.

2

71,836.

Professor Troska admitted that

it is

in

fairly infer that the

same principle; we must recognize it as a universal law
which governs the movements of the ponderous masses

4.33-59

Uranus

days

if

the

periods

we may

that the revolutions of the

Thus

approximately 1:2;

this

"

Jupiter

x

Showing

is

the

of

In consequence of this consideration,

224.70 days

6S6.9S

3S.928.

72,836.

ratio

From

revolve.

:

heavenly bodies.

(8).

S7.97 days

Mercury

— Venus

1

ratio.
it

is unity in the structure of the universe
and
unison in the laws of nature.
If the scientist
presupposes such harmony to exist universally in the

there

is

domain
as

of his investigation, he will

Plato

said, the

Laws

never err, because,
of Nature arc geometrical

thoughts of God.

We

controls

indebted to Professor Troska for the facts here mentioned, through
an item from his pen in Was Ihr Wollt, Leipzig, 1S86.

Conscience does not come from natural or hereditary
good, but from the doctrine of truth and
life according thereto.
A. C. 620S.

good, and a

—
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A THEOLOGICAL PARADOX.
BY MINOT

rebellion and to do
to

SAVAGE.

J.

down

la'-

should seem to stand and the people

a house

continue to live in

though nothing had happened,
foundations had been removed

as

it

and

this after all of its

this

is

which

the paradox

I

have

Ami

mind.

in

it

is

one of so striking a nature that one will hardly find it
So
true in any other domain except that of theology.
remarkable a sight as this is worth looking at. Let us,
therefore, consider

have for

and see what lessons

clear-cut

is

which orthodox Chrisin outline, bound part to

and thoroughly consistent with

examine
vation,"

few

a

of

This world

ist.

kingdom

—

and child

is

of nature

is

born into

—

province

a

man may

a

and

a rebel;

is

And

or does.

Every man,

until

God and

all

woman

The

state

good.

No

be, in the ordinary sense
this fact taints all that

he "throws

down

theory of the world.

make him any

Harry Vane's

Sir

virtues did not

the less a traitor to the king.

and logical for Mr.

Moody

it

is

to say:

"Morality

Of

course not,

don't touch the question of salvation."
basis of

So

supposed theory and the supposed

this

God, against whom this causeless and wicked
rebellion has been raised, has a perfect right to choose
as to what terms he will require as the condition of for2d.

Man, who deserves only

giveness.

on

to say
3d.

his

This

is

the general scheme of things on which

all

Church

the activities of the Orthodox

are based.

that the entire foundation

whole theological structure is the storv of the
Garden of Eden and the fall of man. If man has not
fallen, then this world is not a rebellious province of
God's great kingdom. If man is not fallen, all the

of this

about providing terms or conditions of forgive-

ness

uncalled

is

If

for.

man

not fallen, there

is

sin, as

God

the inviolability of his laws,

making Mich

a public

God. If man is not fallen, the radical disbetween the Church and the world reaks down.
If man is not fallen, the popular dreams of heaven and
hell are only dreams and do not accurately represent the

crucified

tinction

'

man and woman.

future destiny of

How

stands this question then?

civilized

country to-day

teen years of age

who

is

basis of belief than

only has

man

disproved.

That

and nature

is

knowing

have the

has no more reasonable-

well

of his intelligent creation

his

Trinity takes on

To this end the
human nature and
This

roken law.

under the

it

is

beyond question

another story as to man's origin

is,

so thoroughly established

that, but for

Now

offering

this

no right

to

he

as

is

free to

if

pardon

is

who

this

the nucleus of a

the Biblical support for the story of the Fall

one

growing army of

T1t

man, Paul.

It

it.

older and greater

appears

in

prophets

the Old Testament

Jews with the Persians, at
For all competent scholars

the time of the captivity.

parts of Genesis, containing the

that the early

were not composed

captivity.

This, then,

is

until the

a

time of or after the

Pagan, Persian legend, and

Pagan way

of trying to account for

only

According to the orthodox theory, Jesus was God coming to earth to save man
from the results of the Fall. And yet, curiously enough,
he does not seem to know anything about it.
But even though the Bible were full of it, from
beginning to end, still we know, on other grounds, that

double end of vin-

all

those

And

who

accept

they have

refused on any other

made up of those
Such persons become

theory the Church

have accepted these terms.

who

it.

only after the contact of the

is

loyalists.

It is their

business to fight against whatever tends to continue this

that.

It is

a

the sorrows and evils of

it is

On

of questioning

second person of the

terms.
5th.

of

story,

their behalf.

pardon

moment

suffers the penalty of

secure., the

made on

complain

for one

almost wholly confined to the theological discussions

know

dicating God's justice and displaying his forgiving love.
4th.

Even
is

of his hatred

extending a free pardon

man.

to rebellious

would think

Not

stories of Hercules.

no rational support,

it

Plainly, thus: In

there a bo}- or girl of four-

has not the means of

that the story of the fall of

justify in the eyes

example

as of his love, as will

is

is

no need of the stupendous miracle of an incarnate and

say nothing about

this subject.

necessity of

1

death, has nothing

In order to maintain the majesty of his govern-

ment and

the

and the pains and penalties of

prison-house.

theological bias, no intelligent person could be found

facts.

of

God's

Those

remain rebellious are followers and friends of Satan,

his ultimate defeat

no

perfectly reasonable on this governmental

is

to share

heaven.

the leader of God's enemies, and must expect to share

him

God.

in right relations to

on the

he

the arms of his

rebellion," no natural virtues can at all avail to put

This

sal-

God's universal

of

this rebellious condition.

one of alienation from

of the word, he

rational

who

talk

in a state of rebellion.

is

Low good

matter

As now we

itself.

the main features of the "plan of

this will appear.

all

victory and the blessings of his

final

Now, everybody knows
structure

theological

tianity has erected

part,

may

it

loyal are the willing sub-

God's kingdom and so entitled

jects of

us.

The

is

a little

it

they can to induce God's enemies

Those who become

6th.

That

all

their arms.

not true.

A

life.

belief in the

Ascent of

man

has taken

the place of a belief in his Fall in the minds of

all

free

and competent students.

Of
believe

course,

it is

to

be expected that

all

those

who

still

the story of the Fall should keep on in their
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endeavors to "save" people after the old methods. But
now comes the wonder of our theological paradox.

Those who

believe this story are not nearly

si ill

enough

Churches on their present
Thousands of persons who do not believe it at all

to continue the activities of the
basis.

anv longer still help to continue all these old activities
Many among
as though nothing had happened.
those who do this are ministers; that is, they have
seen the entire foundation of their theological house

that"

truth

make men

human

And

— "is

human

IN MODERN PHILOSOPHY AND THE
AGNOSTIC ATTITUDE OF MIND.

EDMUND MONTGOMERY.

BY

Part

And now

I!.

Monism, which, together

Schelling's

to

of the Fall."

system of transcendental realism.

into

for safetv, as

it

—

—

now

Let us

from

this

who

those

or three great evils that result

paradoxical condition of
It is

ist.

two

note

kept up

affairs.

are even "silent partners" to

be only a pretense, though ever

after

Only less

2d.

serious than this

thinks a patient

physician

is

ill

saying

fied in

the

first

if

course, a
helpful.

But

if

find

another character,
people be

justi-

he should keep on doctoring him for

supposed disease?
certain

If a

evil.

But should he

of entirely

If

the

about

and the old theory

fallen,

another

is

And what would

what would he do?

what must here"pious" a one.

of a certain disease, of

course he will treat him for that.
out that the disease was

so

of

it

human

method of treatment
it

rational

is

way

is

has

then, of

has not, and the old theory

true, then the old treatment

stands square in the

race

true,

is

is

and
not

not only injurious, but

it

of such a course of medicine as

might put the patient on his feet. Consider, therefore,
the waste of time, of money, of thought, of devotion
and enthusiasm that has been going on for a thousand
That the world has gradually been improving
vears.
is

no

justification of these

place,

it

theories.

has improved more

For,

rapidly by as

in

much

the

first

as these

and less influential. And, in
the second place, patients often improve in spite of, and not
old beliefs have

because

become

less

of, their doctors.

And,

in the third place, dur-

most rapid improvement, a
thousand other agencies have been at work, through the
activity of thousands who had rejected the old beliefs.
If only all the intelligence, the time and the money
of the civilized world (which are now wasted on the old
methods) could be directed to finding and curing the
real evils of the world, the long-dreamed-of "kingdom
of God " (the real kingdom of man) might be brought

ing

the

to pass in

periods of

the

a single century.

In the nature of things

no reason why this old world should not become
a garden, filled with intelligent and happy peoples.
In giving up the dreams and legends of the past,
nothing is lost but illusions; and what is found is "the

there

is

many

so

must be confessed, also deranged not a few.
Drawing strength from Kant, from neo-Platonic traditions, from the great mystic, Jacob Boehme, from Bruno
minds, but,

it

ism

Schelling worked

Spinoza,

and from

has been called, because

it

world

ive

at a terrible cost of the sincerity

is

and not from shadows.

life,

with Hegel's, fruitfully and nobly inspired

come

to

happiness and

though they believed it still
founded on the everlasting rock. And yet it ought to
be plain, to even the feeblest intellect, that if this race
of ours is not a "fallen" one, then whatever else it
may need it does not need to be "saved from the effects
to

able

this salvation

MONISM

and asking others

it,

phrase

theological

old

in

wise unto salvation."

from the real evils that destroy

just

taken out and yet go on living in

—
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reality within

eternal

When

evolves

it

nothing

mere fancy.

but

can

realization

some

of

lie

only

On

depth of being.

it

The

of

pro-

its

Fichte

as

random out

at

process

it

all

of

mental

of

a bringing into consciousness

content

definite

world,

the

does not evolve

taught, surely

source

the

Ego, by force of

the creative

imagination,

ductive

assumes that the object-

not merely a product of thought, but that

is

pre-exists as

being.

it

out a monistic

Transcendental real-

already

the

subsisting in

the one side there

is

the

power

of

consciously realizing this content; but on the other side
there

the content

is

Both these moments, sub-

itself.

and object, the ideal and the real, spirit and nature,
are thus identical and constitute together the absolute
reality, which is the all-containing and ail-efficient matrix
ject

of

whatever there

one "positive,
the

real,

The

finite.

ing the

is

existence.

in

We

finite

two

find, then,

propensities operative in the absolute.

different

The

productive, realizing the infinite

in

other negative, limiting, ideal, redissolv-

into the infinite."

The former

in

it>

manifestations constitutes the realm of nature, the latter

known

that of intelligence; both together, our

world.

kind of world-conception a source of being,

In this

potentially containing

everything,

treated as a logical totality,

is

ticular configuration of concepts may
deduced. And the interest we may

interpretation

of

itself.

transcendental realism
as unconscious.

The
is

sort of par-

be conveniently
take in such an

nature depends thus

genius of the propounder and
truth of nature

presupposed and

from which any

very- little

wholly on the
on the actual

logical drift of all systems of

to conceive the source of

Hartmann,

in

being

made this
Monism of

our time, has

conception the central idea of his system, a

unconscious, transcendental will, logically evolving the

world.

Hegel, the
Idealism,
istic

mode

gated

is

classical

propounder of transcendental

an extreme representative of the anti-natural-

of interpreting nature.

His system

is

unmiti-

Panlogism, a Monism of self-evolving logical
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Thought, with

reason, of the formal, deductive sort.

Hegel,

uncompromisingly

is

task he proposes

is

to gain an

The

with being.

identical

understanding of the

all-

comprehending ground of such being, which ground he
be eternal and absolute

unhesitatingly pronounces to

reason and nothing
task,

we have

To

else.

be able to accomplish

ancy and observation, merely noticing and confirming

with our discoursive reason the self-unfolding of the
content of absolute reason. This occurs by dint of a
dialectical process, which begins with the most comprehensive concept coming into ken and bringing with it

The

equally comprehensive negative.

its

and antithesis evolves a

this thesis

more concrete

but

concept,

which again brings with

negative and so on and on,

its

synthesis of

comprehensive

less

it

the most concrete

till

concepts are reached.

The keeping

in

much as

whole

evolved concepts,

possible, of the

series of

mind, then, as

together with the manifold relations they bear to one
another, and unifying the
as

we

can form

—

whole

in as

complete an "idea"

we

proportion as

in

succeed in

this

our individual reason approaches absolute reason.
Hegelianism has indulged in such absurd abuses of
productive imagination that

it

no wonder it became
But the idea of

is

the laughing stock of natural science.

the universal reason progressively evolving

itself in

the

revealed world, imparted suddenly meaning and order
to the scattered, disconnected and seemingly purposeless

human history. And it is chiefly to this Hegelian
we owe the manifold and very successful

facts of

"idea" that

of development in

Pessimism

is,

records of the past the course

in the

attempts to discover

human

in truth, the consistent practical

outcome

any kind of system, assuming as pre-existent an allcontaining and all-efficient potency, through whose
emanations, manifestations or creations

known world comes

into being.

For, according to our

misdeed, to be atoned for only by utter inhibition of the

This sentiment, finding expression

one form or another, has played a very prominent
Its awful implications seized hold
part in religious life.
in

of

and goaded almost

to

madness the

misanthropic

at

the root of our being,

had shown that our innermost nature, the
far

more

truly, the volitional

olous desire, followed

guilt that,

with blind and

temporal existence.

This

the central idea of the

is

Monisn of Will, the

philosophical enunciation of which

human

who

filled

the

life

of that

through his allotted
span of time under the name of Arthur Schopenhauer.
Hume was the first to draw prominent attention to
one of the most significant of all contrasts, the one,
namely, obtaining between the logical nexus connecting
ideas, and the causal nexus connecting matters of fact.
The former is purely analytical, the latter altogether
strange

Kant made

synthetical.

pivot of

the

being,

this

all-important

distinction

Before him

philosophy.

entire

his

fretted

They endeavored

method.

cal

of knowledge

lars

totality.

Kant

set

from

to

evolve the particuall-including

a pre-existing,

about constructing knowledge from

the scattered and unconnected particulars given to sense

combining powers, with which our
endowed.
Kant, in spite of most strenuous efforts, could not
see his way to a monistic system on this basis, for
and
this is the emphatic conclusion of his entire theoretical
philosophy
the combining faculties of our mind refuse
to work on any kind of material which is not given
through the senses. How this sense-material is actually

by dint of
mind finds

definite

itself

—

—

given remains to Kant as enigmatical as to the philosophers of the seventeenth century, only their world of

Ego,

issues

where Kant

intelligible, or,

with

to

Kant

a world of

unknown

things-in-themselves, and

through the discovery of the mental constitution of

this

sensible qualities

Now, on the
thetical

power

and of time and space.
strength of Kant's assumption of a syn-

of a purely mental or spiritual nature,

our neo-Kantians, probably at present the most influenschool of thinkers, are teaching a spiritual Monism,
which generally goes by the name of Transcendental
Idealism, but which is distinguished from Hegel's
Transcendental Idealism by being synthetical instead of
analytical.
They simply deny that any sense-material

tial

is

All our conscious states, even

given from outside.

the most elementary, are already through and through

form

synthetical products, and

in

every respect

its

power

And,

as

the

combining and conscious power

mental or spiritual nature,
tent of consciousness

it

must necessarily be

synthetizing power.

is

Thought

with being.

cupidity had entangled itself; there, at the root of our own

of the eternal thought of the universal intelligence.

and of

as

being, the blissful peace of eternal tranquillity

Truth or knowledge
thought

is

identical

is

of a

a product of

then

overcome the baneful enchainment of natural
events, into whose torturing meshes its own pernicious
to

all

inte-

follows that the entire con-

that

and

all

thinkers had proceeded according to the logical, analyti-

of free causation into manifest existence, morally to control

friv-

allurements of

the treacherous

grant parts of one and the same unitary consciousness.

impetuously emotional mind of Schopenhauer.

Deep down

— the life-creating, malefic

our

moral standard, the production of something not only
infinitely lower than its producer, but destined, moreover, to pass through a life full of strife and misery,
must be looked upon as a most grievous and deplorable
mischievous activity.

broken and convulsed by that enormous
brought in its train a world of endless suffering

ruthlessly

extended material things outside the mind has become

affairs.

of

affections,

was

guilt that

this

an attitude of expect-

to place ourselves in
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identical

the rethinking on our part

with being,

it is

And

clear that so far
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thought has become identical with the divine

as our

we have

thought,

ourselves

This monistic system

is

become divine

incontestable, as soon as

we

endow with

real

power

originate

only different expressions for objective and subjective

make up

consciousness, the former having extension, the latter

The same being

being extensionless.

Mr. Herbert Spencer, under the

inspiration of the

generalizations of our scientific era, the inter-

"by

alternate

fits

object

or substance

is

and subject," experiencing

at

at another time unextended conhave, then, " one substance with two

one time extended,

We

convertibility of forces and the evolution-hypothesis, has

sciousness.

worked out with most comprehensive grasp, profound

sets of properties, the physical

penetration and exquisitely subtle thought that great sys-

faced unit)

tem of " Synthetic Philosophy," which we all so highly
Following with genuine philosophical zest the
admire.
monistic bent, he has also attempted to crown the whole
majestic structure by an all-comprehensive outlook,
showing how the infinite variety of physical and mental
phenomena forming our manifest world all issue from
one single absolute power. According to this conception, all physical occurrences, as well as all

many

mental

states,

modes of this one Absolute.
Mr. Spencer himself that the
only immediate knowledge we have of the physical
world consists in mental states of our own. ff, then,
as Mr. Spencer teaches, these mental states are themselves really modes of the eternal power, on which they
would then entirely depend, there is not the slightest
are but so

Now,

it

is

different

evident to

why we

reason

should assume, moreover, another sec-

ond source of dependence outside that power. We
would then see all things directly in and through the
this
being
only and infinite source of existence
Our
exactly what Father Malebranche once taught.

—

mental

states,

in

all

and complexity,

diversity

their

own

including every kind of awareness of our

ence and nature, body and
passively-received

tact,

knowledge and admirable accuracy of observation and statement.
With him matter and mind are
extensive

to

world.

two great

in its entire scope,

he has elaborated with consummate psychological

efficiency the forces that

as such, has not the very slightest
to

limits of the subjective idealism of the association-phi-

losophy; a system of thought which,

beings.

admit that the only synthetizing power in the world is
intelligence.
But it is obvious enough that intelligence,

and
our

o9

all,

flashes of

exist-

would then be nothing but
revelation, coming to us

from the impenetrable depth of the all-efficient but
unknowable energy.
This is one of the ways of showing the utter untenability of Mr. Spencer's Monism of the Unknowable.
There are other ways, which we will, however, not at

As

and the mental

— a double-

."

this

many

two-sided monistic manifestation of

things and feelings takes place altogether within our

own

know whether

to

beings

faced

whether

existence

in

there

wish

its

ourselves;

little

insight

also

our consciousness

outside

And,

material perceptions.

some

to gain

are naturally some-

there are other double-

besides

things

are

corresponding to

we

we

individual consciousness,

what curious

how

all

if so,

these double

and single-faced substances come in reality to be interdependent parts of one and the same world. Perhaps
some one some day will inform us.
Materialism

is ill

adapted for monistic purposes.

presupposition has to be dualistic.

It

must

Its

start either

with ultimate elements of matter and

force, or with
mass and motion.
When it
transcends its realism, it becomes something quite different, something that generally goes by the name of

ultimate

quantities

Dynamism.

We

of

have, then, in existence only the recip-

rocal play of immaterial forces, usually conceived as a

plenum

On

of energies, irradiating

from centers of power.

such a foundation, Priestley already sought to estab-

lish a

monistic view of body and mind, and this by means

making mental

of the very simple device of

form part of the
tute

the

Many

world.

thinkers

have followed

example, and, of course, one cannot be
to find individual
erties

when one

efficiencies

forces, that in their interaction consti-

much

his

astonished

power-complexes display mental prop-

has oneself introduced these very prop-

erties into their constituent elements.

present follow.

The

truth

is,

our conscious states are

in

no wise

modes of any infinite and eternal power, whether
They are simply that
knowable or unknowable.
which science proves them to be, namely, very definite
functions of a most specific organ

and accurately
within our

own

known by

— an organ

perception, but

whose

is

should

evidently

we want

to

the

make

actual state
it

of

manner

intimate nature

as a thing-in-itself remains, thus far, entirely

This

minutely

us in a symbolical

unknown.

things.

Why

appear otherwise?

Professor Bain has likewise sought to establish a
monistic view of matter and mind, and this within the

The Brooklyn

Citizen, after

reports of the standing of the
in this country,

published

in

examining the

Roman

official

Catholic church

Sadlier^s Catholic Direct-

ory for 1887, says:
Boston, the metropolitan see, to which the other two dioceses

Truly is
Boston of Collins and O'Brien " not " the city of Winthrops
and the Puritans." Last year there were born there over eleven
thousand children, and of this number over seven thousand were
Catholics. " A steady annual growth of seven in eleven," says
the Boston Pilot, "independent of the gain by immigration, will,
in the course of one generation, make Boston the most distinctly

of Massachusetts are suffragan, has 400,000 Catholics.
" the

Catholic city in the world."
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honor to his memory for his grand work of enlightenment found expression in a Darwin fund, to which
came contributions from Austria, Belgium, Brazil,
Denmark, France, Germany, Holland, Italy, Norway,
Portugal, Russia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and
the United States, in addition to what was given by
his own nation and its colonies.
A part of this large
fund was used in the erection of a commemorative
statue, while the surplus is held in trust by the
Royal Society of Great Britain to be used in the
promotion of biological research.
The statue, when completed, was unveiled in the

Court.
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work of The Index, that is, to establish

continue
is to
religion on the
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will furnish to others what it has to him, a religion which
embraces all that is true and good in the religion that was taught
the

in childhood to
Editorially,

great

Monism and Agnosticism, so variously defined,
will be treated not as antagonistic systems, but as positive and
negative aspects of the one and only rational scientific philosophy,
which, the editors hold, includes elements of truth common to
all religions, without implying either the validity of theological

THURSDAY, MARCH
DARWIN AND
Charles Darwin,

3,

18S7.

HIS WORK.

the great

naturalist,

died

on

Wednesday, April 19th, 1SS2, at his quiet home at
Down, England. So retired was the life led by him,
that not until two days after his death did the news
reach the London papers, but everywhere, as soon
as the sad fact was announced, then,

was a spontaneous outburst of loving regret from the people of
every nation where his work was known. Rarely
in the world's history has a man of science been so
wide''
co nized during his lifetime, or so sincerely
mourned at the time of his death. His own countrymen sh ,vi d him all the honor possible, in a national
way, by claiming fur. and awarding him, a place
among their immortals in Westminster Abbey, and
among his coffin-bearers were the great scientists,
Wallace, Hooker, Huxley, Lubbock, and others as
distinguished.

Soon

after

his

death the general desire to show

of the

Natural

History

Rooms

of the

Museum, on the 9th of June, 1S85, the
addresses being made by Prof. Huxley, in presentation, and by the Prince of Wales in acceptance for
the Museum.
It is recorded that on that occasion

them and him.
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hall

British

"around the statue were congregated the most repremen of every branch of culture, from the
Prince of Wales and the Archbishop of Canterbury to
the opposite extremes of radicalism and free thought.
sentative

,

Indeed,

it

is

not

too

much

to say that

there can

scarcely ever have been an occasion on which so

many

men

of

opposite ways of think-

ing have met to express a

common agreement upon

a

illustrious

man to whom they felt that honor was due."
What were the services which commanded

for

modest, unpretentious student this world-wide
admiration and appreciation? He had, living, made
no claims to superiority of intellect or knowledge; he
was a man of domestic tastes, quiet habits and unassuming mode of life. He had never been prominent
on public occasions, was rarely heard at great dinner parties; he cared nothing whatever for the world
of fashion, was no authority on art, shone little in
the phosphorescent light of belles-lettres.
Huxley
answers our question in his address in behalf of the
Darwin Memorial Committee: "The causes of this
wide outburst of emotion are not far to seek," he
said.
"We had lost one of those rare ministers and
this

whose names mark epochs in
For whatever
be the ultimate verdict of posterity upon this or
that opinion which Mr. Darwin propounded; whatinterpreters of nature

the advance of natural knowledge.

ever adumbrations or anticipations of his doctrines
may be found in the writings of his predecessors,
the broad fact remains that since the publication,

and by reason of the publication, of 'The Origin of
Species' the fundamental conceptions and the aims
of the students of living nature have been completely
changed.
From that work has sprung a great
renewal, a true 'instauratio magna' of the zoological
and botanical sciences. * * * The impulse thus
given to scientific thought rapidly spread beyond the
ordinarily recognized limits of biology. Psychology,

—
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cosmology, were stirred to their foundation,
and 'The Origin of Species proved itself to be the
fixed point which the general doctrine of evolution
needed to move the world."
Intellectually, Darwin was of royal pedigree and
family.
His paternal grandfather, Dr. Erasmus
Darwin, was one of the pioneer teachers of the theory
of evolution long before his illustrious grandson was
born; he was a thinker, philosopher and poet, author
Garden," "The
of " Zoonomia," "The Botanic
Temple of Nature," and other works. His greatgrandfather, Robert Darwin, is described in local
records as " a person of curiosity," with " a taste for
literature and science," and " an embryo geologist."
His grand-uncle, Robert Darwin, was the author of a
work on botany of considerable repute. His father,
Robert Waring Darwin, was a physician of eminence
at Shrewsbury and a Fellow of the Royal Society.
His father's brother, Sir Francis Darwin, was noted
Another uncle,
as a keen observer of animals.
Charles Darwin, who died at twenty-one, was author of
a valuable medical work. His mother, who died while
he was yet a child, was a daughter of the famous
potter, Josiah Wedgewood, a careful and painstaking
observer. Among his cousins, on the mother's side,
were Hensleigh Wedgewood, the Philologist, Sir
Henry Holland, and Francis Galton,the scientist and
authority on heredity.. His wife was a Miss Wedgewood, his cousin, and his sons are eminent in
ethics,

'

science.

But not wholly
is

to pedigree or family predilections

the work and fame of Darwin due.

That, in great

—

owing to rare personal qualifications to his
unswerving devotion to the study of Nature, to his
phenomenal patience, to his careful observation, to
his unwearied perseverance and continuity of purpart,

is

pose, to his generous recognition of fellow-students,

and rare modest}', and to his grandly
simple rectitude of character.
Charles Robert Darwin the Darwin of the Darwins was born at Shrewsbury, England, February
to his genuine

—

12th, 1809.
His family were in good circumstances,
and no unpropitious "environments" hindered his
natural bent toward scientific investigation.
Family
connections, neighborhood tendencies, and inherited
proclivities combined to make him the fine character

he was.
His scholastic education commenced at Shrewsbury, where, as a school-boy, " coming events cast
their

shadows before,"

in

his

delight in

collecting

minerals, eggs, coins, etc., showing his bias
toward investigation and classification. At sixteen he
was sent to the University at Edinburgh, where one of
his earliest papers, prepared for an Academical
Society, was on "The Floating Eggs of the Common
shells,
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Sea-Mat," setting forth his discovery of organs of
locomotion in this low form of marine life.
From 1S27 to 1S31 he was a student at Christ
College, Cambridge, where he was fortunate in having
the companionship and guidance of such thinkers as
Prof. Henslow, Airy, Sidgwick, Ramsay and others.
He was only twenty-two, an age at which most
young men are busy " sowing their wild oats," when
the chance of accompanying Capt. Fitzroy, on the
government ship Beagle, on a voyage of scientific
discovery round the world, was presented to him.
Though he understood that the trip would be of
several years duration, and might be in some respects
dangerous; though his services were to be gratuitous
(with the privilege only of retaining as his own the
specimens collected on the trip), yet he eagerly
accepted the opportunity; and his five years of exile
from home and friends were years of delight to his
soul, and during those years was laid the foundation
of all his noble after-work of discover}' and experiment. His work as a writer began when, after his
return, he contributed three volumes to the series
recording the observations made during the voyage
" Geological
of the Beagle
" Volcanic Islands,"
Observations on South America," and his valuable
Essay on " Coral Reefs."
Three years after his return, at the age of thirty,
he married a cousin, Miss Emma Wedgewood,
daughter of his uncle Josiah Wedgewood. Within
a few years of his marriage he built his family mansion at Down and instituted the beginnings of his
series of practical experiments, the results of which,
when long afterward presented to the public in his
"Origin of Species," were accepted as indisputable
testimony to the truth of what had been until then
held as theory only, but which, when thus fortified,
was accepted by the world at large, as well as by
brother scientists, as incontrovertible and demon-

—

strated truth.

He gave the best years of his life to these experiments, forsaking for them all public emoluments
and honors, and all other pursuits. "Early to bed
and early to rise; wandering unseen among the lanes
and paths, or riding slowly on his favorite black cob,
the great Naturalist passed forty years happily and
usefully at Down, where all the village knew and
loved him," wrote Grant Allen; yet, every day probably, in

with

all

careful

these years, he was, with deliberation,

exactness and

making experiments

thoughtful judgment,

kinds with plants, insects,
birds and animals; browsing in all the highways and

byways

of

all

of literature and ferreting out the secrets of

individual experience for facts bearing on the subjects

mind; trying in every thinkable way to test the
accuracv of his biological surmises. His admiring
in

—"
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and admirable friend and scientific compeer, Alfred
R. Wallace, says, on this point, that soon after his
return from his memorable Beagle voyage "he had
already perceived that no explanation but some form
of the derivation or development hypothesis, as it
was then termed, would adequately explain the
remarkable facts of distribution and geological succession which he had observed during his voyage,
yet he tells us that he worked on for five years before
he allowed himself to speculate on the subject, and
then, having formulated his provisional hypothesis in
definite shape during the next two years, he
devoted fifteen years or more to continuous observation, experiment and literary research, before he
gave to the astonished scientific world an abstract of
his theory in all its wide-embracing scope and vast
array of evidence in his epoch-making volume, "The
Origin of Species." If we add to the period enumerated above, the five years of observation and study
during the voyage, we find that this work was the
outcome of twenty-nine years of continuous thought
and labor by one of the most patient, most truthloving and most acute intellects of our age."
Alfred Russell Wallace, with a modesty characteristic of both himself and Darwin, omits to state, in
the sketch from which the foregoing paragraph is
taken, that the publication of the "Origin of Species"
was hastened because of a striking memoir which he
(then absent on a voyage of tropical discovery) had
sent on to Darwin in 1S58, with a request that he forward it to Sir Charles Lyell for presentation to the
Linnean Society. To Darwin's surprise he found, on
reading it, that it contained his own theory of natural
selection, not worked out in detail as he himself was
working it out, but still complete in spirit and
essence.
Sir Charles Lyell and Sir Joseph Hooker,
who were aware of Darwin's own unpublished work,
both urged him to publish a few extracts from that
work in the same journal in which Wallace's paper
was to appear, and the two contributions were read
together before the Linnean Society, July 1, 1858.
"That double communication" says Grant Allen,

a

"marks the date of the
ism."
Darwin decided
the world some of the
with

his conclusions

in

birth of

that

it

modern

was time

results of his

evolutionto give to

experiments

"The
November of

regard to them and

Origin of Species" was published in
the following year, 1859. Says the writer last quoted
from, "that book was one of the greatest, the most
learned, the most lucid, the most logical, the

most

crushing, the most conclusive that the world has ever

Step by step, and principle by principle,
proved every point in its progress triumphantly
before it went on to demonstrate the next."
The work excited immediate attention and

yet seen.
it

aroused hot discussion, and in less than six weeks
after its publication was in such demand that it had
become famous and a second edition was called for
and put upon the market. Darwin was over fifty
when " The Origin of Species " was published. It was
to have been one of a long series which he contemplated, but

ill

series to his

health prevented

own

him from

finishing that

satisfaction before his death, at the

age of seventy-three, though doubtless the most important ones were given to the public, since other scientists, by their work in the same direction, filled up the
gap thus left. In spite of his constant work and
study Darwin was for a great part of his life a semiinvalid, but he made every moment of available time
Among the works published
of purpose to science.

by him were "The Descent of Man," which awoke
still further opposition and discussion from orthodox
thinkers, though the battle had been in effect won
by the earlier work, " The Variation of Animals and
Plants Under Domestication," " Emotional Expressions of Man and the Lower Animals," " Insectivorous

Plants,"

" Fertilization

of

Orchids,"

"

Move

The Effect
Power of Move-

Habits of Climbing Plants," "

ment and

of Cross and Self Fertilization," "

ment in Plants," and "The Formation of Vegetable
Mould Through the Action of Worms." In regard
to this last work it may be noted as an instance of
remarkably painstaking experimenting, that
having early had his attention called to the subject,
from a suggestion from his father-in-law, Josiah
Wedgewood, soon after he built his family mansion at Down, in 1842, he began to spread broken
chalk over a certain field, which he let remain undisturbed to the action of earth-worms until 1S71, when
a trench was dug to test the results, an experiment
his

taking twenty-nine years!

experiments were never absent from his
In his garden and his conservatory some
Col. Higginson tells
of these were ever in progress.
us how, on a certain visit to Darwin, when he
remained over night, he happened to look out of his
window very early in the morning and " seeing him
hurrying in from the remoter part of the green garden with a great shawl wrapped around his head, his
white hair and beard emerging from it a singularly
unconscious, absorbed, eager figure. I asked his son
afterward what his father was out there at that time
his impaired condition of
in the morning for in
health?
O, yes,' said his son, 'he is always at it.
He always says he is not doing anything at all. But
he always has one of his little experiments, as he
calls them, going on out there in the garden, and he
has to look at them two or three times every night.'
Every one who ever met the great Naturalist
bears testimony
lofty and noble in figure, as in mind

His

thoughts.

—

'

—
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to his lovable qualities.

To

that

charming candor
everybody

delightful unostentatiousness which

anil

must have noticed
Mr. Allen,

his published writings," says

in

''he united, in private

life,

a kindliness of

sympathy, and a ready genas much beloved by his
friends as he was admired and respected by all
Europe." No one was so much surprised at the
honors shown him as himself. John Fiske says:
"When I first met Mr. Darwin in London, in 1873, he
told me that he was surprised at the great fame
which his book instantly won, and at the quickness
with which it carried conviction to the minds of all
the men on whose opinions he set the most value."
He mingled little in general society, but enjoyed
the personal acquaintance and friendship of most of
the leading scientific men of Europe and this coundisposition, a width of

erosity which

Two

try.

or three years of his earlier married

life

London, and we read of him at this
the Carlyle reminiscences as dropping in

were spent
period

made him

in

in

of an evening for a friendly chat with Mrs. Carlyle,
or of her taking a drive with him to see his new house
at

Down, and again

dinner at Darwins,"

" at

being absent

of Carlyle

He was not at all a selfman or Scientist, but only a

etc.

assertive, self-conscious

alleged

of their

declaration

is

43
and

inspiration,

pronounced

from whose

appeal

and perilous.

sinful

—

The object of science is Nature the world of phenomena, whose ongoings are open to our observation
and contemplation. The object of theology is the
supposed attributes, plans and purposes of the unknown
cause of phenomena.
Science is knowledge classified
and methodized. For convenience we label a certain
of facts astronomy, geology, chemistrv, biology,

class

but

etc.,

these sciences are but segments of a circle,

all

parts of one great science

—the science of

the universe.

All the sciences being related, there can be no complete

knowledge

of any without thorough

knowledge of all.
beyond the region of observation and
experience, and beyond the possibility of data for our
beliefs, we pass from the region of science to that of
theology.
Theolog\' begins where knowledge ends.
The empire of science is continually enlarging, while that

When we go

of theology

yielding

is

complex groups
are

itself

its

territory just as fast as the

phenomena

of

shown by

scientific

the region of law and causation.

vanish as the light approaches.

from

and

field to field,

is

which

in

entrenches

it

discoveries to belong to

Miracles, like ghosts,

Theologj'

now pleading

retreating

is

for the

recognition as the science of that which

is

right to

beyond phe-

— the light that never was on land or sea.

sincere lover of science, and an ardent investigator

nomena

of the ever-tempting,

various conceptions of the eternal mystery in regard to

The

and beckoning
promises of revealment of the wonderful mysteries
of the Universe.
His grandfather's words in his
poem, "The Temple of Nature," might have been his

which theology dogmatizes are but so many mirrors from
which men see reflected their own mental and moral

own

volition out

tantalizing

invocation.

he

" Priestess of Nature! while with pious awe
Thy votary bends, the mystic veil withdraw;
succession bright, display,
give the goddess to adoring day! "

projects ideally his

upon the

field

own

intelligence and

of phenomena and imagines that

studying the plans and purposes of God,

is

own

when he

is

unconsciously studying his

is

the foundation of theology which, carefully analyzed,

Charm after charm,

And

Man

faces.

nature.

This

illusion

reveals not the plans and purposes of Infinite Intelli-

S. A. U.

gence, but the conceptions and feelings of man, formu-

SCIENCE

lated into

THEOLOGY.

vs.

by

Science emphasizes the importance of investigation.
It

says investigate and then believe or disbelieve accord-

ing to the weight of evidence.
first

and then investigate

teaches

inquiry

that
is

doubt

weaken your

necessary to

is

says, believe

you choose, but be

if

that investigation does not

Theology

inquiry

necessary to intellectual progress.

careful

Science

faith.

and that
Theology,

by condemning doubt, discourages impartial search for
truth and, at the same time, courage and independence

The

of thought.

faith

of the

tion founded upon evidence.

admit

of

proof or

science are those

is

always open

error or inadequacy.
ancient characters

who

to

The

to

theology

is

object of theology
in

its

intellectual

is

a

to

eye and

The

ear.

anthropology, because the actual

human
The exist-

a conceptual being entirely

and moral characteristics.

ence of that power

rounds

realizable to the ignorant

appeal

which we move and

in

live,

which

pebble and forms a planet, which germinates

a seed and

evolves

an

animal,

even

the

wonderful

more wonderful mind of man, is indubithough one declines to limit it by definitions or to

structure and yet
table,

give

it

human

attributes.

Science shows that the present order of things

Theological faith does not

product of the modification of pre-existent orders.

of science

The

is

authorities

of

have made their subjects matters
;

key

which

convic-

verification.

who

of years of laborious study
statements

man

dogmas and made

ritualisms

yet an appeal from their

any one

who

authorities of

can

show

their

theology are

are held in veneration on account

is

the

All

leading scientific thinkers regard evolution so well established as not likely to

From
in

be shaken

simple conditions has

in

grown

its

a

main conclusion.
world

appearance and teeming with differentiated

higher forms have

As

a genetic

diversified
life.

The

kinship with lower forms.

structural modifications have resulted in the body, so

—

"

:
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in the mind of man.
Language, government, art, morals and religion have
grown from the most rudimentary conditions. Judaism
and Christianity can be shown to have grown out of

mental modifications have" resulted

Christianity gained

earlier religious systems.

when

conquests only

Paganism with which

it

was confronted, and

it

its

much

had assimilated

in this age,

New

ascetic, or impracticable

maxims and conforms

adopts the

it

the

persists

it

to-day only because, ignoring those portions of the

Testament teachings which are

great

of

—

my subject to receive from him and to act
upon accordingly any impression that he physically
might convey."
"In my case," he adds, "thoughtreading is an exalted perception of touch. Given contact with an honest, thoughtful man, I can ascertain the
near to

—

he is thinking of, the object he has decided
upon, the course he wishes to pursue, or the number he
locality

me

desires
I

to decipher, almost as confidently as

though

had received verbal communication from him.

to the

requirements of our modern industrial civilization.

moral character and

Fortunately

depend upon theological dogmas.

human

of

relations.

expression for the

The moral law
total of actions

The moral

well-being.
is

sum

Ethics

sense

is

is

the science

is

a generalized

conducive to our

no doubt innate, but

are the

acquisitions

of

centuries,

the

experi-

ences of ancestors organized in the race in the form of
predispositions; so that instincts and intuitions, and even

the old metaphysical a priori "forms of thought," are

a priori in the individual

experiential in their nature

but experiential in the race.

Modern

science, in a truly reconciliative spirit, fuses

into a synthesis

whatever valuable there

in the old

is

it

mere iconoclasm on the

other.

It

destroys

only to rebuild, only to get possession of the ground
it

— the

;

a

result

many

years ago

and a

man

died in Medford, Mass., in

long and painful struggle with
of

an

— was

injury

to

his

dis-

spine sustained

a philosophical thinker, a poet

His papers, contrib-

of exalted character.

uted to the Atlantic Monthly,

Reviezv,

The Index and

marked by vigor and
and conscientious

the

other

North American

publications,

are

all

originality of thought, an earnest

and

spirit

fine literary taste,

and many

them are worthy of collection and reproduction in
permanent form. Hampered though he was by physical infirmities, which increased year by year, whatever
of

he wrote bore the stamp of the thinker and the

No

one

who knew him

artist.

well can forget the charm of

and none familiar with

his writings,

who

is

equally opposed to the dogmatism of theology on the one
to

ease

his personality,

conceptions with the newly-discovered truth, and

hand and

January, after

it

an implication of evolution that 'innate or connate tend-

encies

who

David A. Wasson,

conduct do not

and

know under what
were produced, can

painful disadvantages most of

them

deep and pathetic
and literary work.

inter-

fail to feel

est in his philosophical

#

would preserve whatever valuable materials there

a

#

*

the erection of a

The papers announce that Mr. Beecher is now at
work on his Life of Christ, that after its completion
he will write his own life and that then the two works
The Springfield
will be sold together by subscription.

Thought-Reader's Experithe Nineteenth
Century, Stuart Cumberland, the most celebrated of the

Republican gives the publisher a hint as to the heading
of their announcement, thus: "The Lives of Christ &
Beecher, by the Latter." The Republican mentions
that Rev. E. F. Burr, author of "Ecce Caelum," dedicated one of his books to President Seelye, of Amherst

are in the
fairer

old structure,

and nobler

In an article giving

ences," in the

for use in

edifice for

humanity.

"A

December number of

so-called mind-readers, says that in his experiments he
is

always blindfolded so that

his attention

may

not be

movement, that in working out
actions, such as imaginary murder tableaux, he prefers
holding the patient's hand in his own, "so that all the

distracted

by

light or

nerves and muscles

may have

full

play."

He

never, he

"mental picture" of what is in the subject's
mind and depends wholly upon impressions conveyed
to him through the actioivof the subject's physical systern while his attention is concentrated.
Mr. Cumbersays, gets a

land states that he has never seen a successful

experi-

ment

of reading thoughts without contact, " unless there
had been opportunities for observing some phase of

physical indication expressed

the

by the

subject, or unless

operator was enabled to gather information from

let fall by somebody around.
have on several occasions managed to accomplish tests
without actual contact, but have always been sufficiently

suggestions unconsciously
I

Supreme Being.

College, and another to the
#

*

*

In a tribute to her husband, whose death was ana few weeks ago, Elizabeth Cady Stanton

nounced

gives this illustration of Mr.

when

11.

B. Stanton's readiness?

addressing an audience, to take advantage of any

unexpected occurrence

On one occasion he was delivering a temperance lecture on the
platform covered by a thick oil-cloth that protruded two or three
inches over the edge of the boards in front. In the midst of one
of his most eloquent passages he

downward course

to the Falls of

was comparing the

inebriate's

Niagara, and the struggle with

drink to the hopeless efforts of a man in the rapids. Just as he
reached, in his description, the fatal plunge over the precipice, he

advanced to the edge of the platform, the oil cloth gave way under
his feet and in an instant he went down headlong into the audiBeing
ence, carrying with him desk, glass, pitcher and water.

—
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and agile, he was quickly on the platform again, anil immediately remarked with great coolness: " I carried my illustraYet even so it is that the
tion farther than I had intended to.
drunkard falls, glass in hand, carrying destruction with him. But
not so readilv does he rise again from the terrible depths into
which he has precipitated himself." The whole house cheered
light

Gough never

again and again, and even
blow for temperance.

struck a

more powerful

*

*

lady relates this of her servant, a spinster about
forty years old, who had a settled aversion to the male
"One day she asked for my
portion of mankind:

book to
I
which
books
recommended two or three
I
read.
she
but
capacity,
thought she would find within her
found that they were all out and she choose a book
'Why
It was Darwin's 'Descent of Man.'
for herself.
surher,
in
I
asked
did you pick out this book, Biddy?'
go

our village library for

to

'Sure, ma'am,' she replied,

prise.

'it

says

a

its

about a

one daycent man top of
ground I thought I'd like to be radin' about him; but
at all, ma'am; its all about monit ain't about any man

daycent man, and

if

there's

keys, sure.

*
Dr.

*

Edmund Montgomery

*

writes:

perfectlv agree

central inspirations

nature which
unity of

is

organic

unitv

—

of the

creed.

scientific

It

is

this

iact

ot

its

social

and

ethical striving.

one so isolated and yet so completely one with all the rest. The
readv self-sacrifice for Love's sake, and especially the joyous sacrifice of parents, attest sufficiently how deeply and instinctively
rooted this feeling of organic unity really is. Being universal among
unperverted clashes of humanity, it affords an organized, impressible and altruistic

But

medium
as the

for the

emotional reception of the

same nature-rooted sentiment has

been falsely interpreted by supernatural and anti-social theories
of life, it devolves upon science to give it a solid, incontestable
basis in vital organization.

*

*

The Century Magazine prints for the

time the

The man who submits

to

some

his biting

defend

*

*

Auberon Herbert, in A Politician
His So///, sriys of Herbert Spencer:

in Trouble

About

With the most faithful appreciation of scientific work, he has
seen that the world belonged neither to the physicist, nor to the
chemist, nor to the biologist; but that it was something larger
than any world of theirs. He has seen, as Carlyle, and Emerson,
and Ruskin, and Walt Whitman have seen, each in his own way,
the
the wonder and the miracle in which we are all enveloped

—

marvel of the knowable world and the marvel of the unknow able
world, lying bevond the enchanted mountains and their impassable barrier; he has looked through the nature that surrounds us
to the

meaning

the heart of

at

all;

it

he has used science as the

if it were
it, as
him more than to any man
power to realize the harmony

interpreter of the sacred thing, but not stayed in

the sacred thing

itself.

unless, perhaps,

it

We owe

Emerson

be

to

it

— the

things, the perfect order

all

men may walk

reason, in the light of which

and the perfect

confidently with sure

We

owe to him new possibilities of that faith, of which the
theologian, with his combined pettiness and rashness, has almost

aims.

robbed the world.

The

*

#

*

The Open Court is from
columns of the Boston Herald of Feb. 24:

following notice of

the editorial

The Open Court, which

takes the place of the Index a! d is
published at Chicago as a fortnightly, is a great improvement on that rather unequal journal and brings to the front, with

now

their affirmations of positive thought, the principal radical think-

There is a welcome field for such a paper,
though its home would seem to be in the East rather than in the
West. But one is too happy to have such a paper in existence to
be too critical as to the quarter of the country in which it appears.
Many of the old stand-bys are here in their proper place, but one
ers of the country.

structive view of

is

that

Open Court

a stronger grip on things essential. This iAn objection to much that is called new

life,

it

its

nothing but articulated nonsense. The
is comparatively free from this
There is not an article in it which a thinking
is

in its initial issue

sort of utterance.

man can

afford to skip

present level

it

and

if

will

the periodical can be maintained at

become one of the

will speedily

papers of the United States
It

be an honor to any

man

to reach the public

Zimmerman's
the only

speech

in

the last issue of

part of the discussion

essav that was printed from
revision or correction, and

Zimmerman

it

the

through

its

\

*

*

*
Mr.

influential

in all that pertains to vital think

columns.

Court was

more con-

tone of thought, a

recognizes a more philosophical

thought
first

words of Abraham Lincoln given in an official reprimand to a young officer who had been court-martialed
for quarreling: "Yield larger things to which you
can show no more than equal right, and yield lesser
ones, though clearly your own. Better give your path
to a dog than be bitten by him in contesting for the
right. Even killing the dog would not cure the bite."
This is not, in our opinion, sound moral teaching.
would never develop strength of character nor
It
promote a strong sentiment of justice among men,
with respect for the right of one another. The man
who voluntarily allows others to impose upon him
encourages imposition.

would prevent

it

-::-

to he encouraged.

*

men, and insists
dog would not

killing of the

himself.

The

phases arises from the fundamental
a unity rendered wondrously mystic and magin all its

netic through the estrangement of individuated personality. Every-

scientific creed.

"The

own.

his

really the superindividual, realistic basis of the

mankind and of all

mystery of love

upon

and unity embracing

with Mr. Hegeler that living faith in the
unbroken continuity of organic "form" and conscious participation in its further development, have to become the positive and
I

fellow

respects the rights of his

other person less able, perhaps, to escape or to

A

library ticket to

when he can prevent it, encourages injustice to others, and, however amiable his
disposition or good his intentions, his conduct weakens
the safeguards <>i social order. The truly just man
injustice to himself,

cure the bite," but

*

45

The

of Mr.

(

HegtUr's

stenographer's notes without

contains

some

errors which in jus-

should be indicated. In the fifth line
for " those for " read these few; in the seventh line instead ol
In the eighth line after "until" read
"can" read again.
at last, and after " vigor " omit " falls under " and substitute fa U
tice to

Mr.

no invigorating.
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UNITARIANISM AND ITS GRAND-

COURT.

CHILDREN.

of those days has passed

spirit

which has changed every
BY MONCURE
In

the

smaller
arises

In reality,

from the

fact that

does not bring forth

and most of

its

Unitarianism

its

young

eggs, like

The

the largest.

it is

not viviparous,

is

alive;

those of

fallacy

oviparous,

is

it

cuckoo, are

the

own. The bad name of
the cuckoo comes from the European species, which
shove other eggs out of the nests they invade before
depositing their own.
The American cuckoo respects
hatched

other nests than

in

its

the brood of other birds, and

leaves

child

its

be

to

brought up with them, and for a time be confused with
them. When the broader wing develops in the Con-

Quaker

gregational nest, or the Episcopal, or the
there

a

is

good deal

new

the parent birds; but the
easily pitched

the family.

If

and

The

late

creature

outside,

Dean Stanley

is

strong, not

gradually adopted as one of

Abraham,

patriarchal as

feel

is

Unitarianism recognized

in other churches,

ica,

and

out,

nest,

among

and scolding

of fluttering

of

all its

churches,

all

children
it

would

the father of generations.

said that,

while he was

Amer-

in

every sermon he preached had some of Channing

in

and every sermon he heard was largely from Emerson.
Yet he did not attend any Unitarian Church.
Channing is a Unitarian father; Emerson one of his
it,

Theodore Parker another. These two children were from eggs laid in the nest once called
"infidel;" they were repudiated, but are now objects of
parental pride.
Then Parker and Emerso-n found nests
Transcendentalism and
in which to lay their young.
children,

Parkerism, children of Unitarianism, gave birth to the
The Free Religious Asso-

germs of new departures.

Union, the Agnostic philosophy, are thus grandchildren of Unitarianism. If all
who are really of one blood could be gathered together,
ciation, the Ethical Society

a great force might be generated.
tendency in the old household of
for itself a larger mansion;

may mingle with
an occasional

its

visit,

There

is

a

growing

liberal faith to build

so that

its

grandchildren

children, and not merely

but stay for a long time.

come

On

other hand, some of us fear that the homestead
large

enough

We

is

Many

minds represent-

as

— buds

or blossoms,

by bruises
have also learned two other things:
i. That the persistence or decline of doctrines depends
much less than we used to think on their truth or

or fruits

or less ripe, to be dealt with not

We

but sunshine.

The world is fashioned by evolutionary
Even an untrue dogma may survive so long as

untruth.

man

duces the

world better than the

dogmas may
any

pro-

truth.

sweet

faith bears

We

2.

have learned that

what they seem, and

not be

of

fruit, loveliness

that

life,

where

charity to

mere orthodox name does not alter the organic
any more than it would affect the
character of a peach tree if you should label it prickly
pear.
He that deviseth liberal things is liberal, whether
the

all,

truth of that faith

he can rightly analyze his liberalism or not.

method is thus discredited. Our
from the abstract to the practical side
To propagate a doctrine means to make
of our truth.
The more we fight for
it a factor in human evolution.
it the
less we advance it, for the man we fight is the
man we have got to enlighten. And if we cannot show

The

zeal

is

controversial

transferred

our families, in our

in ourselves, in

character

of

than

we

his,

societies, better

cannot by

man

touch the spring that moves that

types

any reasoning

— who

is

average

mankind, organized through ages by ecclesiastical selection, but moralized by social selection.
The defect of most liberal organizations arises from
Positivism,
the fact that they were pre-Darwinian.
with its elaborate scheme for a Church of Humanity,
already, in

its

second generation, appears antiquated.

Transcendentalism included the idea of development, but
it

was based on the

optimistic view of nature; the

of evolution reveals nature "red

dependent on

man

for restraint

in

law

tooth and claw,"

and direction.

The Free

Religious Association was a Declaration of Independ-

was followed by

the security of individualism rather than for co-opera-

not

tion.

that,

The
year

this

it

a sort of confederation for

union of societies for ethical culture, formed
in

New

York,

is

the only liberal organization

constituted since the revolution in the aims and

of progress caused

We

may,

in

sense,

a

call

that ethical

movement

the

great-grandchild of Unitarianism.

Nearly every Unitarian

feels

abreast of most movements.

him from being

a

He

that he

is

Free Religious Associate, a transcendethical culturis', an agnostic-

develop themselves outside of Unitarianism.

even.

And

yet

able to keep

has no creed to keep

besides myself must look back on those

I

methods

by study of the laws of evolution.

entalism a rationalist, an

ago

forces.
it

valued by society and helps the average

came from an orthodox
the Unitarian Church to find it hotly mili-

Thirty-five years

tant.

camp, but

ing various stages of development

ence, and

ture and experience.

church into

regard each other not as

for

for a house that can include ail the liberal

know

soldiers of one or another

more

We

thinker's point of view.

We

evolutionists.

the

whether beside Tiberias or
Winnipesaukee, such houses of the true and free cannot
be made with hands; and suspect that it might even be
better if Unitarianism were to give up denominational
housekeeping altogether and live on its children and
grandchildren, who would be all the better for its culfamily.

now

are

Unitarianism appears one of the

statistics,

sects.

CONWAY.

D.

The polemical
away before a discovery

with sorrowful wonder.

disputes

old

these

new

departures

have had to

Somehow
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they have not found the ancestral atmosphere congenial

and ethical evolution. Is there
any necessary cause behind this fact?
What are the aims of a liberal Church? Its primary
aim is to cultivate the whole higher nature of every indito a farther religious

This is a great task. Every soul is
vidual it can reach.
dogged through life by its hereditary animal; to restrain
that animal, tame it, domesticate /it, and harmonize it
with the higher purposes of
finest

art

new

the

a work requiring the
The good shepherd of

life, is

and profound science.

age, unable to frighten the wolf from his edu-

cated flock with incredible hells, nor bribe

it

with a

on another world, and abandoned this to its supposed diabolical ruler. The aim of the living Jesus

fices

was thus overthrown by the phantom of

her every charm, that the sense of honor

may grow

subdue every degrading tendency.
For that work the Unitarian society seems fairly constituted.
It holds two great doctrines which fit it for

enough

strong

to

such ethical service

— the

the salvation of every

human nature, and
own merits. A gen-

dignity of

man by

his

eration thoroughly trained on those

two

principles

would

I

ago

heard Emerson sav

—"

—

was more than

it

thirty years

do not hear the preacher, but gladly help in
it is important to have in town a man occu-

I

his support;

pied with

humanities."

its

I

something must be wrong, or
still

could not help feeling that
else

he himself would be

the great preacher in his ancestral church.

The

before religious faith the vision of a renovated world to

be secured by human
ity

religious enthusiasm

—

unless

it

Self-culture
is

is

humanized.

but a variety of selfishness
Science

studies

impartially; morality distinguishes the
evil; but religion

To

seek

it

demand

the

religion

now

means

and

truth,
is

to fall

everywhere,

to

in

all

things

good from the

love with the good.

make

sacrifices for

it,

to

whole world for it, is as essential to rational
as it was to those who, of old, gave their
lives joyfully in hope of a renovated earth.
The travail of his soul
Jesus was an evolutionist.
was a purified and renewed earth. It was to be brought
about by human toil as a harvest. A small seed fed and
watered till as a tree it fills the earth, was the similitude
of his faith.
But his truth fell amid briers of superstition; it was choked as it sprung up.
When he died and
appeared no more among men, his followers located his
new earth beyond the clouds, where they supposed he
had gone; they lavished their enthusiasm anil their sacri-

The dream

effort.

of immortal-

remains, but the rosy heaven which so long absorbed
is

lump

that this great

justice,

by the hope

steadily superseded

of earth

is

be leavened with

to

and beauty; and bv the belief that

it

be brought about by the labors of man.

to

Yes,

went

in

silent,

own

our

age, for the

first

time since Jesus

has the cry of the poor been heard bv relig-

and the salvation of man from actual evils become
supreme end of any church. Good men in many
churches have indeed heard that cry, churches have
ion,

the

adopted their charities; but Christianity never promised
the salvation of this world from the evils

and degrade

dition.

was heresy

It

not included

lege

threw

God.

If

ing

man any

now once more
heard,

is

human

was

it

sacri-

consecrated

man

to

much

as

as

would be

desert

the brave voice of Paul,

God
we owe

The germ

movement.

when

chief end

God;

treasures

the Athenians that

planted

earthly con-

like the rose.

men's hands,
rian

in his

with human sufferings as

to deal

has done for him, every

blossoming

afflict

on the side of

itself

simply

providence had done for

If that

man

man

the providence of

in

devote to

to

which

never proposed to exterminate pauper-

it,

ism, disease, despotism, never

—

Emerson,
intellects of our own time
Darwin, Carlyle were all trained for the pulpit; but
It might
neither found it adequate for his large aim.
do for "the humanities," but not for humanity. And
this brings us to consider another aim of every liberal
church.
It must have some mission to the world.
It
must not merely cultivate individual natures for personal
happiness, domestic life, or the social circle; it must
influence the state, the world, the conditions under which
society is evolved, the forces by which humanity is
three greatest

fashioned.

its

any cause that concerned

be a virtuous generation.

a risen Christ.

long slumber of centuries the idea of Jesus
has awakened, in our own time; again there rises

After

upine paradise, must, nevertheless, alarm animalism with
the actual consequences of evil, and invest virtue with
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was

needs nothing at

God,

at

all

primarily to the Unita-

it

of a

human

religion

reverence ceased to believe that
to glorify

warn-

to

pay God

for

was

man's

dying for

him, to sound his praises for the surprising mercy of
not

damning the whole human

Unitarianism proclaimed a
implied presently a

race

new God and

new heaven;

that

to

all

eternity.

new man; that
again a new earth.
a

But every new divinity must for a time propitiate the
preceding one. The old forms and phrases are used,
though with new meanings, and there is apt to be a sort
of compromise
a father-and-son arrangement.
By that
means Christianity inherited the temples of Paganism,
and by a like process Unitarianism inherited the temples
of Puritanism.
The father generally holds a mortgage
on the estate of the son, but when the grandson comes
For this third person
the continuity becomes strained.
is the spirit which finds the letter a burdensome heritage.
The living spirit is sharper that a two-edged sword it
It questions the forms which the
is always a divider.
new faith has derived from the old. And that is the
spirit which is searching Unitarianism to find whether

—

;

it is

able to meet the

with the

social,

demand

it

moral, national,

—

to deal

questions

which

has awakened

human

have supplanted theology. Fifty years ago Unitarianism

—

THE OPEN
gave up from

to sever himself

pulpit the noblest genius this country

its

struggle

humanity the

And

churches, had
and, above

Fifty years

is

would outweigh

which

it

a long time.

his dissent

of any sacrament.

issues affecting

wrote

hesitations,

most Unitarian congregations

them

that

all

among

alone

witness for justice in every community

a

its official

fearless pulpits a record of

use

during

Unitarian,

need not

It

from

ashamed.

lie

probable that

is

preacher's

a

and

faithful

in

eloquence

theology and

their

in

dis-

at all

now

or not, but

man who believes God has several
has as much fact to support him as

persons, or a million,
the

man who

says he

knows
name is an

has one, since, apart from "revelation," neither

anything

at

all

about

anachronism, and,

I

The

it.

suspect,

Unitarian

kept up from loyalty to

is

men whose

But more, the Unitarian name, arrogant toward
orthodoxy as if alleging that it does not hold the

hearts burn within

become

literally

moral genius of

its

time.

can do without being the very

The

impertinent.

adequacy of a church to the issues of its time
question of whether that church is able to
itself the

God

the fathers and a lingering militantism.

humanity,

solemnities

.

a

three persons or

in

But, in the presence of great

lose their interest in theology, in ceremonies; the

ritual

church on so paltry

to know whether
whether he has three
persons or three or three thousand, is of no importance
The Unitarian
whatever. That battle-field is cold.
surrendered the whole thing with the authority of the
Bible.
If the Bible is not God's Word, what it teaches
about his personality is of mere literary interest. For
reason or science there can be no such question.
The

there be anv

same preacher, Emerson, was able to bring an humble
abolitionist from Boston common into his pulpit, from
which, for the first time, the slave's cause was heard by
for

his ancestral

People are concerned

one?

to repudiate: yet fifty-five years ago that

people of wealth and influence.

from

question as whether the deity exists

ever produced, because he could not celebrate the sacramental symbol of a dogma which Unitarianism had

taught him

COURT.

And

is

solely a

attract

to

no church
best organ through
that

—

divine

unity, a

face

— on

so

labeled.

to

a

waved

of "bloody shirt"

hand

misrepresents
suggests

obstinately

It

devoting their

power,

sort

other

the

the

that

its

they

are

freedom and

lives, their scholarship, their

small theological

in

thinkers

So long

negation.

as

which moral genius can influence the fine issues for
which it is finely touched. Is Unitarianism drawing to

people can hear preached

and giving free course to the moral genius of
time? Yes, in one sense; no, in another. Yes, if
children and grandchildren be reckoned with it, and

its

Unitarian doctrine, the humanity of Jesus, the sacredness

its

of

itself

who have

sons

carried

its

its

thunder into certain orthodox

Sydney Smith once wrote
preached a sermon this morning on

churches.

to a friend

"I

:

good

peace, as

any of Dr. Channing's; in fact it was Dr. ChanThe like may be said of man}- sermons now
ning's."

as

charming Boston and New York, only they are somewhat
more heretical than Channing's; for the meal may be
When some one
bear's meat if the grace is liturgical.
spoke of the apparent decline of

Bellows
apparent

said

a

better

Unitarianism.

phrase

The

Dr.

Unitarianism,

were

the

suggestion

decline

seems

of
still

true.

Whatever may be thought of
is

the Unitarianism

leavening churches called orthodox,

I

which

cannot help

feel-

do, the fatherly tenderness of

that such preaching in

the Trinitarian
for those

who

may

atonement

to

still

be followed by vast changesof function;
of bone

may make

all

a

grain-weight

the difference between the earth-

bound and the heaven-soaring creature; and it maybe
that some small changes might make Unitarianism into
the real American Church.
Simply to drop the name Unitarian might have great
results.

The

question of the Trinity

infinitesimal importance.

What

is

now

serious person

is

of only
willing

dishonest,

Love

who

to

prompt

that

reject the vicarious

are difficult things to deal

with;

they get into trust deeds, and bind the living to bury the
-

dead.

Therefore, the only

nomer

as "Unitarian,"

is

way

to get rid of such a mis-

to earn the right characteristic

work up to it, live up to it, until the world can
name on their forehead, as they read
"Quaker" on the brow of George Fox and " Methodist"
name,
read

to

the true

on that of Wesley.

The

ear of the world has never been caught but

world?

now starved in uncongenial professions shall be
Very slight modifications of structure may

is

be any more honest

consecrate the blood of Jesus?

However, names

rian save the

recalled.

it

affirm the Universal

love with prayers; or for those

be able to form a unity so complete, a frater-

genius

distinctive of

orthodox churches

of salvation.

to

God once

ask whether

some gospel

nity so free, a ministration so various, that the religious

churches, as they

man, they will not care for the mystical word with
which such realities are connected. And if it be said

ing that the societies which have no theological tests

ought

in Trinitarian

He

But from what can

by

a Unita-

cannot aspire to convince the

world of the truth of a theological creed, for he has
none; be cannot propose to save the world from hells
From what, then, can
and devils that do not exist.
he save it? The world is daily teaching us how and

from what

it

fold

evils

must be saved.

Outside of the churches

— societies are formed confront the manipurity
of the world — temperance

alas! outside

to

societies,

woman's rights, man's rights, anti-capital, socialEach a satire on the churches, and each
istic leagues.
the
a rough-hewn stone in the church of the future
Church of Man. They are rough, these movements,
societies,

—

—
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out of proportion, stumbling-blocks to the refined and
reasonable, because they are detached from the centers

Emerson,

one

is

The moral

shape and polish them.

result of the

But who

is

Religion has so

equal to these things?

A

these social and moral issues.
sions teach

"new occateach us how to

poet says

new duties," but they do not
The Bible having ceased to be a guide,
requires casuistry to make it out a moral book,

them.

fulfil

because

it

have been left to the laws of nature; and now find
The anxious
nature even less moral than the Bible.
mother asks her liberal pastor: "Will you please give
me a reason for my son why he should not gamble?"

we

"Well, we

study

didn't

that

subject

the divinity

at

New

in

religion on pure morality

of religious sentiment and culture, which alone might

long been occupied with making poor God comfortable,
and pleased with himself, that we have no training for
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A

and veteran Unitarian

we

liberals are all living

necessary

a

is

minister has lately

morally on elements

our atmosphere.

to

good deal of truth

a

is

trving to found

long confusion of morality with theology.

bequeathed from orthodoxy
there

is

ignorance of educated people

learned

stated that

York, which

— on the actual salvation of man.

in that.

It

fear

I

may

account

for the feebleness of our protest against the combination

of churches to defy constitutional rights of conscience and
establish their average theology, their

bible in every

man

property from taxation, tax every
support.

It

Sabbath, their

by exempting

State; and,

church

their

so far for their

accounts for the fact that Bible societies go

on circulating a Bible containing thousands of admitted
errors, while one in which most of them are cor-

That deliberate

"Or," she proceeds, "perhaps you will give
me an answer for my daughter who, after hearing your
beautiful sermon on God as revealed in nature, asked

rected

whether we should follow our nature." "Ah, Madame,
I must look it up some day.
that is a difficult question.
By the way, how did you like my view of agnosticism
"
last Sunday
When our good minister goes out into the world he

atmosphere inherited from ages of pious fraud.
I do not mean to intimate that these orthodox men
are not good men.
But they are under the epoch of

school."

?

even more helpless. There he finds capital entrenched
in the natural law of supply and demand, and labor

is

eral

hand.

at

falsities as

Word

the

at

which conThe Golden Rule is

the equally natural stone with

it

servation of force supplies

its

hand.

transformed to the Rule of Gold.

The

existence.

the struggle for

It is

millionaire cannot

without

exist

his

any more than the workman without more

million

God

We

religious militantism.

"Theirs not
Theirs but

The

to
lo

know

if

it

ourselves.

If

dering fear arises
turn

out to be the

What

what we

reversion

With what

Utah outlawed

in

its

polygamy

we

this

Among

the exhausted craters

beginning

to dart

ment which
to

of our

respect

rebuke of
all

what baseness in
is the polygamy

such ingenious terms as to leave

victims without

do

barbarism.

of a race to

cynical hypocrisy

unrestrained the baser
leaves

are witnessing should

corruption in great corporations,

politics!

of

lest

hear?

Where
I

which

What

any Sinai?
see but one summit
is

out the sacred flame.

in largeness,

cities,

or shelter!

The movemay claim

freedom, influence,

be successor to that of Channing, of Parker, of

the duty of soldiers.

life,

and burnt those

militant, slain

whom

now

vices lean to virtue's side."

looks as

it

work

lib-

battle-field will deceive his foe

might have been better to do the
the people had been as fully
instructed by their pulpits in the moral facts of their
own country, as in those of ancient Judea, there would
have been no slavery and no war. And as one sees an
anarchist nation steadilv forming in hostility to the
existing nation, while its moral guides are exhuming
Jerusalem or speculating on the unseen world, a shud-

that

the

would scorn untruth,
by every stratagem. For himself he would not harm a fly; for his
flag he will kill thousands of men.
So have many
tender-hearted men, enlisted as soldiers of the church
captain vvho, in private

on the

enemies of Christ; and,

Steadily rises the storm.

if

reason why,
do .ma die."

They used to tell us
in the anti-slavery agitation that God would end the
wrone in his own grood time; but when it was ended
that way, so much hell- fire was brought to the work,
wages.

circulation of exposed

could not continue

country were not infected by an

teachers of this

is

hurling

of

they regarded as
holy massacres

that

But

stratagem.
to

save

it

is all

to

human beings from

men from

a fictitious hell.

ous in saving

men from

soldier lays aside his

He

moral man.
nist for the

win

souls for Christ.

a fearful

wish

are zealous to save

we were

When

real hells.

with
If

his theological antago-

we

could only get

good moral men who make such
to set

our

moral and

— even

common

as zeal-

all

the Christian

armour you have a kindly, honest,

will vote

right thing.

theologic flag

It is

" E'en their

doom.

They
I

of

and

heretics are out of date, they resort to deception

sacrifices for

sacrifices of veracity

cause, the salvation

all

the

their

and charity
of

man from

above their creed, above the ceremonial service of God, the millennium might cease to be
social evil,

mere dream. Men cannot thoroughly serve two
So long as they believe in a deity who needs
something at men's hands, that service will be the
supreme thing.
a

masters.

Positive

begets

negative.

The

militantism of the

church produces an antagonist militantism. So long as
Sabbathe barbarous laws of Moses are imposed on us
tarian law, law of blood for blood, blasphemy laws

—

there will be revivalists of

common

sense to

show up

—
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and

them, popular sentiment utilized by demagogues for

absurdities cannot be consecrated without recoiling in

base ends, crime flourishing through unscientific codes,

resentment and

the reformer doing that

mistakes

the

of

Moses.

ridicule.

for the formation,

between

religion based on

what

But the time seems ripe
hosts, of

these militant

immoralities

Biblical

a

all

— on

what no sane man doubts. The Ethical
Society marks an era. A hundred years ago five American colonies sent a few delegates to Annapolis to consult
whether there might not be established in the confederated colonies some kind of uniformity in trade laws and
They came to the conclusion
other urgent matters.
that nothing could be done so long as the States were
believe

isolated

by jealousy and without

they issued a

summons

to the States,

formed, each State reserving
each contributing

political solidarity

;

so

and our Union was

self-government, but

its

form a central power representing
common. Puritan colony, Quaker

to

interests they hat! in

colony, Episcopal Virginia, Catholic Maryland, Baptist

Rhode

Island, and the rest,

to their creeds,

formed a Union, neutral

as

but strong to protect and advance them

A
and guarantee the freedom of all in each.
hundred years from now the historian of religion may
have to trace moral results proportionately grand to the
recent convention of delegates from four or five socieAmong those delegates were
ties for ethical culture.
But it is no
several varieties of theoretical belief.
all,

theory that right
evils of the

wrong wrong;

right and

is

time should be dealt with

that the

that the ethics of

;

should be studied with more
more earnestness and wisdom.
Such co-operation does not demand that men should

society and

home

of the

care and taught with

abandon

their

creeds

several

We

or churches.

believe in justice, charity, freedom, truth;

let

all

us study

the moral laws and their application to our condition.

To some

may be

this

subordinate to a doctrinal scheme,

but they can lend a hand, be
to Unitarianism,

and

to the

it

only a

left

hand.

But

phases of liberalism descended

from it, this ethical religion supplies the only hope of
any renewal of the life which once made the land bud
and blossom under the breath of great spiritual leaders.
The wine of those great vintages has gone into old
bottles.

All the better.

The

ethical

union

not for

is

In the ethical
any denomination, but for mankind.
union advantage may be derived from the varieties of

experience ami
sects.

posed.

training

represented

in

the

different

They have all progressed farther than is supIn London Cardinal Manning once invited my

co-operation to secure purer and cheaper water for the

poor of the

city.

Dr. Adler

tells

me

that he

is

receiv-

ing letters of encouragement for his Society for Ethical

Culture from orthodox clergymen.

same

practical

social,

problems

domestic, moral.

rounds us

all

— good

to deal

The

All these have the

with as the unorthodox
same ethical chaos sur-

by fanaticism,
methods of dealing with

instincts vulgarized

impurities fostered by false

which seems right

in

his

own

eyes, without trying to see eye to eye with his brother.

What

heart can see any dove hovering over this chaos

without an emotion of hope that

its

brooding

may

bring peace and order?

What

can a liberal society do?

community

a society for

especially

all,

all

ethical

Let

culture.

public teachers, to

found

it

Let

it

in

its

invite

come and consider

purely moral and social subjects, theoretical and practisocial

cal,

and domestic, local and national.

Let the

prevailing moral ideas be thoroughly searched.
practical

methods be

Let the

Discipline in the

revised.

home,

the school, the prison; corporal punishment; the purits methods; the difference
between vice and crime; how to deal with intemperance,
licentiousness, pauperism; what instruction should be
given boys and girls concerning sex, and the dangers,
bodily and moral, amid which they move; marriage
laws; poor laws; labor laws; amusements and pleasures:
these and other urgent matters, about which there might
be a harmony such as that which prevails among scien-

pose of punishment, and

men

as to principles

and methods, are

in

crude

confusion because the comparative study which

elicits

tific

truth

is

whom

moral

entrusted, have no

means

The

here wanting.

instruction

of the people

is

left

clergy, to

of having their traditional notions checked.

The

preach-

Holmes once suggested
the danger that the pulpit might relapse into Paganism
Most of the clergy are
for lack of moral instruction.
cultivating American fields with the ploughs of ancient
If a better plough were shown them there
Palestine.
ers are not preached

to.

Dr.

really nothing to prevent their adopting

it, though
There ought to be
an ethical school in every community in which moral
Sir James Mackintosh said
science shall be studied.
that "morality admits no discoveries;" he declared, and

is

they might

label

it

Palestinian.

Buckle followed him, that there has been no important
life for three thousand
That stationariness has been due to the dominayears.
variation in the moral rules of

tion of
life

dogma over

of mankind.

It

the social, domestic, and political
is

not true, however, that no pro-

gress in moral ideas, even with these disparagements.

The

virtue of self-truthfulness,

the self

was believed

impossible so long as

satanic, has appeared.

sionateness for animals,

unknown

Compas-

to the Bible,

has been
Darwinian
era.
Toleration,
arising
on
moral grounds, is a new virtue, though feeble as yet and
not able to keep the atheist from being boycotted. These
latest moral buds and fruits prove that while theories
grow gray the tree of life is renewed. Ecclesiastic
cherubim no longer guard it from our approach.

under

the

Its leaves are for the

shall

healing of the nation.

be righteousness, joy, and peace.

Its

fruit

But the time
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of

ripe fruit

its

monastic,

not

is

Morality

yet.

largely

still

is

The virtue of youth is
young man is taught by his mother
sour.

puritanical,

bruised because the

and his pastor lessons of life which he presently finds
We have free
do not correspond with the facts.
thought; we now want mature thought. Theology has
run its career and now rests in the tomb of the unknowNothing is heard there but the tolling of the bell
able.
and chant for the soul of the departed. However we
may long to know the unknowable, to pierce the veil
of the future beyond this life, we must turn from such
longings and make the most of what is left us the
power to be ourselves a providence and to answer prayers.
If you cannot get what you have set your hearts
on, you must set your hearts on what you can get.

—

COMMENTS ON

MR. HEGELER'S ESSAY.*

I

consider that Mr. Hegeler has

portant philosophical theory of ethics.

Spencer,
joined with those actions that promote life.
on the other hand, cannot speak of the functions of
pleasure and pain, because they are ends in themselves,
the one to be sought, the other to be avoided; but he
can speak of the functions of

Mr. Hegeler's, these
life

is

go with Spencer's up to a certain point. That is
good which tends to the continuance of life, in ourselves
and in others, and not only that, but to a greater quantum (quantity) o life, M Hegeler laying special stress
upon the soul-life as distinguished from the merely
Spencer says that all our judgments of good and
bad imply that life is desirable. Mr. Hegeler does not

But Spencer

this.

says, desirable, because life

Mr. Hegeler

says, irrespective of this; according to him,

able for itself alone.

Spencer holds that

not more pleasure than pain, or

if

accomplish anything

if

there were

there were only equal

amounts or more pain than pleasure, life would not be
good and bad would have opposite
meanings to those they now have; good would mean
those actions that tend to shorten life and bad those
actions that tend to prolong it.
Mr. Hegeler holds that
even if there is no surplus of pleasure or, I should supif

there

is

be desired, for

What,
tions

an actual surplus of pain,

it is

gives forth steam

of pleasure

is still

its

end

and pain?

They

it

would be

pleasure

are

pleasure

growth of

life,

accompanies

pain

its

the

are the func-

not

ends

maintenance

in

and

By

disintegration and decay.

our desire for pleasure and our dislike for pain

up

life

to destroy

we

are

and hindered from doing those that lead

it.

sought for their

But pleasures are not rationally

own

man who

sake, but because they

to

be

are con-

run;

thinks that

life

Suppose

life itself.

some

in

instances, perhaps,

rare

ordinance of nature were different from what

life
is

we

means by which we could
I

am

in

we

I

;

while

ac-

should endure pain

would be the only
the paramount
overstating Mr. Hegeler's
this

and

live,

this

personal convictions, but
out

then,

were destroyed, on the ground that

and renounce pleasure, because
Possibly

is;

it

should seek

better than a surplus of pain

cording to Mr. Hegeler's view

end.

as does

happen; suppose the

according to the logic of Spsncer's view,
pleasure though

that the

life,

am

life is

the implications of his

only seeking to bring

theory.

Hegeler

Mr.

If

would not hold that life is desirable in case it is attended
with more pain than pleasure (even with much more),
then the distinctness of his theory vanishes, and instead
of life alone he admits pleasure also as an end; and then
his theory, to
to tell us hoxu
it

have any philosophical value, would have
much pleasure must be in life to make

He

supportable or desirable?
a

surplus

It

over pain

pleasure

amount?

much?

quarter as

of

has expressly said, not

seems

or,

to

if

;

not so, then

me,

we

must

it

half or

are driven to

rough calculations of this sort, if on the one hand we do
not hold with Spencer that pleasure is the paramount
end, and yet, on the other, allow that it is something of
an end and admit that life absolutely without pleasure
and

full

of pain

Which
answer.

would nut be

have wanted

I

Hegeler's theory in
cise

it.

I

desirable.

the right theory?

is

to

my own

think, however, as

I

shall

bring

not attempt to

out

clearly

mind, rather than to

life-instinct

is

nothing- that

wonderfully deep

we

shudder

at

Mr.
criti-

between the two, that Mr.

Hegeler's theory comes nearer the facts of
* At a meeting of the Societv for Ethic il Culture of Chicago succeeding
that at which was read "The Basis of Ethics" by Mr. E. C. Hegeler,
printed in the first issue of this Journal.
In the next number will be given
still fur. her comments and criticisms made that evening.

it

because he finds

things that gave pleasure tended to destroy

influenced in the direction of those actions that tend to
build

like the

the end and not

is

to

themselves, but rather signs that ends are being accomplished;

onlv on this condition does

;

to run.

is

then be an equal

Mr. Hegeler,

is

Suppose now that it became a
conscious being and felt pleasure in consuming the coal
and emitting the steam, and thereupon came to the conclusion that the pleasure was the purpose for which it
but

necessarily
life

a good- in itself.

then, according to

but the structure to be reared

;

from the machinerv to be used. According to
To take
Spencer, the " machinery " becomes the end.
another illustration; a locomotive is fed with coal and

life is desir-

desirable; and then

pose,

machinery by which
by using the machinery do we

different

cessation of life

physical -life.

crave

desires are the

up; only

built

an im-

His view seems

give us a

to

naturally

pleasure in the things that build up his

given us

affords a surplus of pleasure over pain.

We

pleasure and avoid pain; according to such a view as

to

dispute

namely

life,

over pain.

of pleasure

surplus

existed,

BY W. M. SALTER.

5i

so

in

as

life.

The

There is
There
destruction.
the race.

—
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may even

be those

unhappiness

who would

than be

out

They

altogether.

suicides

to take his or

actually

is

we

in life; occasionally

even

to die, yes,

mass of those

whom

to

her

I

number

the

pleasure,

of

suspect that the

long struggle, with

life is a

little

hear of one willing

life;

But

increasing.

disappointments and

THREE LIVE THOUGHTS.

rather live on in entire

blotted

would rather live in misery than cease to be. And
though there be few in number, there are many who
would rather live, if but a little happiness Is granted
them once in a while, and all the rest of their existence
is
unhappy. The little oases in the midst of which
they may linger now and then, redeem the dreariness of
the desert through which they pass; they would rather
go on, if an oasis is somewhere ahead, than give, up the
march because the desert is so wide. I suspect there are
many people who do not have as much happiness as
unhappiness

COURT.

many

would yet rather go

Whosoever

is
afraid of submitting any question,
or religious, to the test of free discussion, is more
in love with his own opinion than with truth.
Watson.

civil

to

—

Be perfect! Countless harmonies slumber in thee,
wake at thy bidding invoke them, call them into

—

by means

thy nobility!
Canst thou suffer the
base, the perishable in thy nature to put to silence the
noble and the immortal?
Schiller.
life

The

repressed and unhappy are in ten-fold more
temptation
than
those
who feel
they are having their share of life's good.
The
stream that cannot flow in the sunshine seeks a subterranean channel; in like manner, when circumstances or
the inconsiderate will of others impose unrelenting
restraint upon the exuberant spirit of youth, it usually
finds some hidden outlet which cannot bear the light.

danger

—E.

from

T.Roe.

on, and look on death with dread, altogether apart, too,

from fears of what may come after. For myself, I
would say that in searching for the truth I would rather
be baffled a thousand times and have the discomfort and
sense of frustration accompanying such experiences, if
the thousand and first time I found the truth, than to
forego the search

at

the outset, because

I

knew

there

and shame of

should rather have the mortification

defeat in the wrestle with an evil habit a hundred times

over and
of

it

at last

again or

win the

my

life

victory, though I never thought
ended immediately thereafter, than

not undertake the struggle because there
mortification than joy attending

ure and pain in a

life

its

life

physical

attainment, moral attainment,

applied

an

me

be more
pleas-

attainment,

whether
whole race, seems
high way of estimating the worth of their

intellectual

to

to

of a race

amount of attainment,

the

was

The amounts of

seem to me a
value; but the amount of

or in the

poor means of estimating
life,

it.

to
a

individual

or

this,

the

existence.

But here I am trespassing on the field of criticism
which I had not meant to enter. The question, however,
is, not which do I happen to regard as supreme, life or
happiness, or which do any of us, but which is it
rational to regard as supreme?
It may be that because
Mr. Hegeler's theory comes nearer to the facts of life it
is thereby
no truer as a theory; for though men do
regard life as worth having, though it brings to them

more pain than
reasonable

pleasure,

in so

it

may

still

be asked are they

doing, and, on those conditions, would

not a perfectly rational mind rather not live at all?

So

Spencer thinks, and Spencer's view may be truer as an
ethical theory though Mr. Hegeler's comes nearer t<> the
facts of life.
As to whether Spencer's theory is the
true]' of

the

two

I

shall not

incline to think not.

CORRESPONDENCE.
A LETTER FROM BOSTON.
To

Jamaica Plains, Mass., Feb.

the Editors:

We

are a

little

undertake to say, though

I

10, 1S87.

lonely here in Boston without The Index

ing punctually every

would be more pain than pleasure attending it. Others
might not think the result worth the trouble; I should.
I

of

week with

its

com-

inspiration of noble words,

commanding themes of interest.
we might when there had been a wedding

turning our thoughts to large and

Somehow

I

feel

as

and the bride has gone far away. We hope the
happiness and good to all, and are disposed to
treat the bridegroom who has borne away our treasure with all
courtesy and prospective affection, but, nevertheless, we do feel
lonely and a change has come over the old relations. So, while
we welcome The Open Court and are hopeful of all the good
it is to bring us, we yet wonder if anything can be as good as the
old familiar friend, and we trust that they who receive it will like a
letter from the old home.
Yesterda3' was the day appointed for the woman suffrage
hearing at the State House, and the weather smiled upon it asit has
hardly smiled for two months, and the occasion was
worthy of the weather.
The audience was large, as usual,
and, while mostly composed of the staunch men and women
who have followed this movement for years, there were some new
The committee were
faces and a sprinkling of remonstrants.
in the family

change

is

for

thoroughly courteous and considerate. The cause of the petitioners for municipal suffrage was represented by Mr. Blackwell, Mrs.
Stone, Mr. Garrison, Mrs. Shattuck and others, and Mr. Fay, a
very gentlemanly lawyer from Brookline, appeared for the remonstrants:

While fortunate

in

their choice so far as the personal traits of

their representative appeared, he

was hardly

a powerful advocate,

he gave away the whole general principle, by showing something very like approbation for the plan of allowing women to
vote on the license question, and was only strenuous in his opposition to municipal suffrage, especially in large cities.
He took occasion to thank Col. lligginson for his article in
The Forum, wherein he has stated all possible objections to
woman suffrage with an ability which the remonstrants have
never been able to command. This brought up the veteran
colonel, whose trumpet gave forth no uncertain sound. Distinctly
ranking himself with the petitioners, he fortified the claim for
woman's suffrage with the noblest words of James Otis, and Benjamin Franklin, and Charles Sumner, and showed that the women
who had spoken had adhered closely to these doctrines which were
for

THE OPEN COURT.
Those who had misunposition and feared that the mists of conservatism

at the foundation of ourcivil constitution.

derstood his

were obscuring his light, rejoiced with exceeding joy over this
full and candid utterance.
The meetings of the Hermetic Club have been noteworthy
Mr. W. T. Harris has on two Tuesdays expounded
this winter.
the Bhagavadgita, and at the last session Mr. Emery, of Concord, took his place as chairman and conducted the discussion
It was curious to hear the old veteran,
ability.
Mr. Pillsbury, bringing out his stern plea for practical work in

with great

the midst of this philosophic speculation.

A
to

lady of Boston has received as her guest, and kindly given
the opportunity of meeting at her house, Mr. Mohini, a

manv

of remarkable scholarship and eloquence.

Brahmin
early

life

he is equally at
language and literature.

told that

home

in both the French and Italian
Having passed through a period of
he says most young Brahmins do, he

doubt and agnosticism, as
is now a devoted Brahmin, accepting revelation as authoritative, but not confining it to the sacred books of his own nation,
but believing that the divine light shines through

all

sacred books

While we may not accept his beliefs, we cannot but admire the' breadth and catholicity of this thought. He is
still quite voung and very pleasing in appearance and manners,
and his influence is very strong upon some of his hearers. It
and

religions.

all

indicates a wonderful advance in freedom of thought and in real
liberality in religion, that those

whom

taught to renounce as heathen are
teach us of their

The

wisdom

in our childhood we were
now welcomed among us to

Union Club, on February
be an interesting occasion. Miss Eastman will be the
She always speaks on religious themes with great

26th, will

and perilous situation! It would seem that
danger this case should have been most
powerfully appealing. Reverence for age and piety, sympathy
for helplessness, added to the common feeling of humanity,
should irresistibly have drawn any normal person to share theii
The people
peril and suffering in an attempt to relieve them.
who stood by and saw these venerable, virtuous and helpless ones
of their own kind perish miserably were not savages nor brutal-;
They were average people of the middle working
ized peasants.
from a

less painful

of

suffering and

all

class.

The

case

is

a disheartening puzzle.

Shame and

ones.

Is

not almost as certain that near friends and associates
We are forced

it

on an equality would have done the same thing?

had the old couple been white instead of black
No one with
left to their pitiable fate.

to believe that

they would not have been

highly-developed altruistic feelings can see any human creature
perish so without desperate efforts to save them.
The limitations then are the various degrees of selfishness left

human kind by an imperfect and faulty system of moral and
emotional training. The sympathies of most people very much
need broadening. Their love is intense enough when it comes
near to themselves, but it rapidly loses force as it reaches out
toward the great body of the race and is well nigh intercepted
in

slight barrier of race difference.

When

is

are founded will be impossible.
F. B.

wide observation. Liberals need
bonds of union, not to separate them from others, but for richer
communion among themselves and for making their work

Very

The Open Court,

I

am,

Ednah Dow Cheney.

LIMITATIONS OF THE
To

HUMAN

FEELING.

Fairfield, Iowa, Feb.

the Editors.:

Taylor.

FREE-THOUGHT LYCEUMS.
To

the Editors:

your new fortnightly I find an article by
It
the need for free- thought education.
interested me very much, the more because I have here since
1SS4 argued the necessity of a more liberal and comprehensive
In the

truly yours,

the religious sen-

centered more on humanity and less on self and the
supernatural, such an incident as that on which these thoughts

timent

earnestness, true insight and

broader and more effective.
With best wishes for the success of

indignation

seem more appropriate to it than philosophizing, yet doubtless it
shows a limitation of the feeling of humanity which may be in
some degree traced out and accounted for. A son or any relative
would have rushed impetuously into danger to rescue the loved

by the

as well as to learn of ours.

" ladies' night " of the Liberal

speaker.

even hazardous for strong men to reach them. Why, then, this
apathv and inhuman inaction on the part of those who knew the
have seen men swim torrents to rescue animals
situation?
I

Having had

the advantages of education in an English school, he
speaks our language with great correctness and beauty, and is
thoroughly versed in the Hebrew and Christian Scriptures. I am
in

S3

issue of

first

Thomas Davidson on

intellectual education than that given in the public schools.

20, 1887.

aged negro couple, living alone in the Skunk river valley,
in Lee county, Iowa, frightened by rising water, attempted to
reach higher ground in their wagon. The water was but two or

An

Will

you kindly grant me the space for a few remarks on the proposition with which Mr. Davidson closes his paper.
I

think he

mistaken

is

if

he believes that a free-thought college

there in helplessness and peril, although their cries were, after

not in the colleges that the mind is
framed, as far as the feelings of fear and hope, of reverence and
esteem, are concerned. It seems to me, at least, that the young
people of about eighteen years, or of whatever age they may

awhile, answered from the shore and the calling back and forth

enter a college, should be sure already of being and remaining

three feet deep, yet, reaching a bad place in the road, the team

was unable or refused

lasted

some time;

to

go farther and the old couple were

so far as

is

known, no serious

effort

left

was made

They remained there prisoners all
night in bitter and increasing cold, awaiting the rescuing party
On the following morning cries were again
that never came.
heard bv those living near, yet or some inexplicable reason no
Not until late on the second day did any one go
aid was sent.
to them then they were both found dead in the now frozen
water beside their wagon, having attempted to unhitch the

to rescue the unfortunates.

;

team.
All accounts of this heart-rending tragedy agree that the old
couple were of that simple, child-like purity of life so common
the older generation of colored people and were dearly
beloved by their white neighbors, and that the water was at no
time so deep or the current so swift as to render it impossible or

among

will

do

much good

the right side.
ples,

;

it is

The time

for

imbuing them with

even though they do not

thereof,

is

when

at

once grasp

on

really liberal princi-

all

the consequences

the period of maturity begins;

and then the

instruction they receive should cease to be merely elementary.
The time usually decisive in determining the moral and religious,
as well as the intellectual, character,

is,

on an average, that from

the age of thirteen to eighteen. What free-thinkers want, therefore,
in mv opinion, is a good free-thought lyceum, to which pupils
carefullycan go after graduating from the grammar room.

A

educated and half-way diligent boy or girl ought to be ready for
the lyceum at the age of thirteen, and if he has then gone
through a course of instruction of half a decade, he may safely
be allowed to go to any college or university, no matter who

manages

it,

or

what the

religious views of the faculty are.

—
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COURT.
DRIFTING.

Let nobody say that a free-thought school for children, or a
free-thought kindergarten, might as well be proposed.

With

chil-

FIRST VOICE.

dren under thirteen years almost everything depends upon the
home in which they are brought up. Of course, it would be best
not to send them to the public schools at all, considering their
average character; but then, here a little care on the part of the
parents may prevent bad consequences, while beyond the age of
thirteen it cannot.
My idea is that to the lowest class of such a
lyceum pupils should not be admitted under thirteen nor over
sixteen they should be ready for the best of American universities
latest at the age they become citizens.
Let there be no more
colleges in the United States, but better schools preparing for
them, as pointed out by Dr. Paul Carus in one of The Index issues
of July, 1SS6.
Very respectfully,
Thos. H. Jappe.

Drifting, along the dreary waters drifting-.

Night on the waves, and ne'er a star o'erhead,
Never a gleam o'er all the waste uplifting,
Never a ray thro' all the darkness shed.
Drifting, along ihe dreary waters drifting.

Whither away, O, soul across the ocean ?
Dark is the night and dangerous is the sea,
Sweeter were life with all its wild commotion,
Better were death than life like this can be.
Whither away, O, soul across the ocean?

;

SECOND VOICE.

why wilt thou weary me with wailing?
Worn are we both and wasted with the strife,

O, heart,

Far Irom the toil ;ind tears we twain are sailing,
Leaving behind the bitterness ol life.
O, heart, why wilt thou weary me with wailing?
Be still, sad heart, and cease thy vain repining
Be patient, lor the night will soon be past,
.Somewhere alar a golden shore is shining,

ETHICAL CULTURE AND MONISM.
To

the Editors:

have just received the

I

as
in

Philadelphia, Feb. 22, 1887.
of your new paper, and,
theologist, I want to make a polite bow
first

am a lawyer, as well as a
Open Court and respectfully

I

Thither the flood will bear us at the last.
still, sad heart, and cease thy vain repining.

number

Be

Walter Crane.

ask to be admitted to your bar.

is to have prominent standyour Court, and it deserves it; and, because I am in sympathy with the new movement, I desire to enter a brief "demurrer"

It is easy to see that ethical culture

ing

some

to the policy of

of

its

publishing their negations

They have

life.

BY W.

in

regard to God, prayer and the future

a perfect right to proclaim their opinions, but I

what these questions have, necessarily, to do with ethical
culture.
I
do not believe in concealment and hypocrisy, but I
would not unwittingly shock and drive away any person whose
see

fail to

•co-operation

be desired.

to

is

little

men have

been

known

many

theists

is true

Why

of

cannot

all

All intelligent

tc/do with morals, and that

belief has very

men know
some of

that

the best

and agnostics, and that the same
and believers in prayer and the future life.

as atheists

liberals

work together

in

the

new departure of

ethical culture without having their respective peculiar opinions

continually paraded?

I

have reason

for thinking,

from personal

observation, that this friendly hint deserves careful consideration.

Let not

this

ethical culture

creed, written or implied.

I

movement

be hampered with a

have not had time

to

examine Dr.

Montgomery's Monism, and shall reserve my opinion until the
is fully heard in Open Court.
I call myself a Rationalistic

case

Theist, but

I

find

my theism

well expressed by Professor Haeckel,

as follows:

developed man of the present day is capable of,
conceiving that infinitely nobler and sublimer
idea of God which alone is compatible with the monistic conception of the universe, and which recognizes God's spirit and
power in all phenomena without exception. The monistic idea
of God, which belongs to the future, has already been expressed
by Giordano Bruno in the following words: 'A spirit exists in all
things, and nobody is 60 small but contains a part of the divine
substance within itself, by which it is animated.'"
I close this hasty note with a suggestion I have made in another

"The more
justified

connection

WRITTEN AFTER READING "LOCKSLEY HALL SIXTY YEARS AFTER."

chief appostles.

think they are too outspoken and unguarded in so frequently

I

and

THE AGE.

in

in,

Bearing

From

said

There has never been a great man who has not been
either the victim of laws or the object of human ingratitude.— Castelar.
-

all

human mind has jvon

of gathered knowledge that the

the distant primal ages to the latest cycles run,

Very light of light within it, light nf truth if th;it be light;
Throwing gleams upon its pathway that erstwhile had slept
This, this age finds

Blaming

all

accuser in a lover of the past,
our growing freedom, saying we have failed at

He who sang
Ends

Oh

in early

manhood songs

If the

in

Is the

last.

men with strength,
down at length.

that filled all

broken purpose, all his nobler hope resigned;
vanished shadows in the blindness of his mind.

spirit,

alter

the woe, the silent anguish,

Free

in night,

its

his singing, falls in darkness, lays his lyre

Broken
Crying

hope and free

in

when

purpose,

a heart that once

murmurs "Night:

I

was

free,

cannot see."

blind say in the mornina "Day is vanished it is ni^ht."
morning's glory lessened? is there aught the less of light?

To

us all the past is vanished to us comes a newer earth:
All the present days and deeds are but the pangs and throes of birth.
;

Say you there is more of sorrow; say you there is more of tears;
Backward turn your Ihoughts and borrow nobler days or grander years.
Nobler days; of truer purpose. Noblest days are those that find
Man through freedom working upward; granting kingship to the mind.
Wickedness, aye, yes and virtue: virtue for
Needing not the fear of hell to keep its little
Sadness, badness, yes

Were men good

we own

it.

Was

for love of goodness, Or

its

own

true sake;

awake.

life

the pa^t the better then?
from fear of God and men?

Crave you happiness; deserve it by the greatness of vour
He alone is truly happy who most truly lives and strives.
Is

it

better that a nation

Is the squalid,

Shall

was once

BARNARD.

Seeking out the great world- purpose, seeking it but to obey,
Lifting man up into manhood, thrusting ignorance away,

:

by a master of English literature and a
keen observer that 'language is a device to conceal one's ideas;'
and may it not be possible that, after all, truly scientific and candid men have substantially the same theory of the universe, and
really mean the same thing, while they use very different words
to express their meaning?"
R. B. Westbrook.
" It

F.

This our age that wears upon its front the symbol of the truth,
Grandest age of all the ages in the promise of its youth,

we

to

obey?

than the righteous fray?

where the freer spirit strives
custom with its scum of lying lives?

leave the larger ocean

For the stagnant pool
Is there

knows no wish but

dumb agreement better

lives;

woe and

of

death; diseases feeding on earth's helpless brood?

Falter not then, ceaseless effort; that alone will bring the good.

Ask

not thou

if all

are

Blame not thou our

moving

to the

same

ideal ends;

larger freedom if the lower

man

descends.

Art thou moving toward the summit, dost thou hear the higher call,
Then thou shall not cease from lnbor though the stars and heavens fall.

They who
They who

learned the falser lessons stagger

now

did their tasks with trembling shirk

the truth

is

them now the

Truth is truth nor will it linger e'en to save a thousand lives;
Let it come; and you who fear it, back again into your hives!

known;
fear is

gone.

;

:

THE OPEN COURT.
Progress from the thought that held mankind accursed, steeped in sin.
the higher thought that points but to the soul's own law within,

In this

To

not universal progress; not

Is

Many who

men

all

now

will grovel

category

may

be ranged Mademoiselle de Lespi-

ignobly, though of noble parentage,

given an
education calculated to intensify a native sensitiveness, and then
nasse.

will love the high;

through fear mocked virtue,

last

Born

55

they die.

till

fortuneless by the death of her fond, remorseful mother, just at
an age requiring guidance and protection, this young lady started
left

Let them die; we will, not li >ger for the sake of those who need
Promises or threats to keep them in their little space of creed.

Freer souls must needs yearn upward, something dwelleth
Making all the past seem sordid with a vision of the best.

is

holv, let

Though

it

him

it,

let

his striving

him know the right of right;

own

effort is its

Oh
Oh

at last to find

Come

Man

the

is

life

she writes with

a

vistas stretching

Oh

toward the

the sacredness of

Oh

within us!

crowning

in the

the future

race.

infinite.

we

—

Her

passion and remorse.

restless soul, bewildered

nation forever pursuing phantoms,

Letters Medites de Mademoiselle de Lespinasse. PubBy Charles Flettrw
lished with new documents and line etude.

The

quaint contrasts in the march of centuries, and

the distance that " lends enchantment " gives to eighteenth cenesthetic as well as

knew no

by an imagi-

peace, and the strain

proved too much for her physical organization. She fell into a
state of melancholy which led rapidly to the end, hastened,
probably, by her own hands.

E. Deuter, Galerie d'Orleans, Palais-Royal, 18S7.

From an

—

ilite

NOTICES.

tury chronicles a peculiar charm.

severed for d'Alembert only by her death.

yet, despite this social success
the admiration of an
world by the force of that personality which made her
queen in her realm Mademoiselle de Lespinasse was an unhappy
woman. One of that vast multitude victimized by blind sentiment, she wasted her best powers in a fatal alternation between

can scan!

waves of deep emotion rolling silent through the soul —
let him learn it; he shall gain the perfect goal.

BOOK

tie

And

man!

holy;

Time evokes

whom

new

;

him moving, merging

the mystery of being!
the light of

24,

transfigured on that far ideal height,

;

Gained

age of

"Spare your eyes and take frequent baths.
They will cool your blood overheated by work." For twenty
years the salon of Mademoiselle de Lespinasse was the resort of
" D'Alembert drew and she held," was said of
talent and rank.
these two friends whose lives were closely associated for years;

Set on the sun -path; see
all

at the

such solicitude:

Oh the vast and mighty purpose, man and his true self apart;
Oh the thirst, the aspiration; Oh the throbbing human heart!
Visions fall upon my eyes I see the higher man his face
See him standing

and yet she became^

de Crillon and the " bon " Condorcet, to

length.

;it

at evident odds;

pivots.

ousy of her protectress determined their separation, grew into a
wider circle. Here came Turgot, the Count de Guibert, the Count

very seed and strength;

will conquer, bringing perfect day

it

its

In the salon of Madame DefTand, the scene of her first success,
she became the center of a coterie, which later, when the jeal-

man;

began.

take a thousand seasons passed in struggle with the night.

Evolution: man's

By

learn

life

in society

one of

the perfect day, and forward toward the higher

Forward toward

Springs the greater from the lesser, 'twas for this our

Man

in the breast,

letters,

inspired by this state of depression, are profound

psychological studies.

It

would be impossible, without quoting

extensively from them, to give the varied shades
spirit.

She grew touchingly candid

at the close

of this sad

of her career,

—

was the great century of France. Then
its most characteristic
expression; when classical ideals and foreign influence had
dissolved away in the birth of a new order and an individuality
sufficiently pronounced to cast its reflex throughout the civilized
It was the
world, gave to the nation its independent personality.

and her last letter to d'Alembert the patient, devoted lover
through every phase lays bare the woman's soul. One feels
that every disguise is here thrown aside in the agony of a
supreme, final moment.
It is at six o'clock in the morning, a few days before her

France to her present rank as the
leader in modern arts (a reputation which modern artists seem
doing their best to forfeit). It was the eighteenth century that
popularized, through the trenchant, fascinating pens of its literary
lights, the new intellectual order destined to culminate in the

everything. I am so sure of your friendship that
remaining force to sustain a life in which there is
For my sorrow there is neither
for me no longer hope or fear.
remedy nor consolation, and yet I feel that I owe you a prolongation of these days which inspire me with horror.
"Nevertheless, I cannot count on my will. It may give way
to my dispair; and I take the precaution to write to ask you to
burn, without reading, all the papers in the large black fortefeuiUe. I should die to look upon the writing of mon ami (the
Count de Mora, then dead). I have also in my pocket a rosecolored fortc-feuille containing his letters that I pray you to burn.
Do not read them, but keep his portrait for my sake. * * * *
Farewell, my friend do not regret me. Think that in leaving this
*
*
* *
world I find a repose I can no longer hope for here.
My death is but a proof of my love for Monsieur de Mora, while
his has proven a response to my sentiment deeper than I ever

view

literary point of
it

was

it

that the national spirit had reached

eighteenth century that

lifted

bloody tragedy of its close. The encyclopedists, the Voltaires and
the Rousseaus, are but types of the genius of the epoch when

France was a torch-light on the
It is

among

present volume were found.
lished history

hill-top of civilization.

the relics of this rich past that the materials of the

— the

Those precious archives

great Paris libraries

— are

of unpub-

exhaustless fields

Old MSS. bequeathed in dying testaments; biographical sketches too faithful to bear the light of
contemporaneous scrutiny autograph letters palpitating with
personal intimacies, designed only for private perusal. One alter
another these faded, worm-eaten, half-illegible souvenirs of a
society gone by are dragged from their hiding-places as national

of such literary exploits.

;

The Kings

of the

of Egypt," says Cochin in his caustic criticism

Count de

Caylus,

"were not judged

till

after

their

death; a wise provision, since no one would have dared to judge

them
first

living."

Thus

is

offered

public perusal,

to

for

the

time, bits of personality, philosophic and political disserta-

fragments of individual history, etc., which time alone
could render publishable. Legendary rehearsals of scenes in
which the actors come back like ghosts to repeat the old and even
tions,

new

story of

death, that she writes
"

I

I

exert

owe you
all

life's

serio-comedy.

The

ambitious, the speculative,

the hopeful, the joyous and the suffering

— each

tells his tale.

my

;

thought.

"Alas!

heirlooms.
"

—

that

is

when you

crushing me.

read this
*
* *

I

weight
wish to be buried with the

shall be delivered of the

*

I

I have on my finger.
Farewell, my friend, forever!"
Poor d'Alembert. How much the revelation contained in
the dying appeal of his friend must have added to the poignancy

ring

of his bereavement.

The nature

of

his

sentiment for her

is

nobly expressed in his effusion: "To the shades of Mademoiselle
de Lespinasse" where he says: "Alas! I have lost with you
sixteen years of

He

it

my

life."

was, the unwearied friend through

her restless career, and to him was

left

all

the vicissitudes of

the execution of her last

——

——
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and testament, which begins with a request that six hours
head shall be opened by a surgeon of " La
Charite," or any other hospital, and that she may be buried as a
pauper, " without being exposed under the doorway."
Proud and passionate to the end, the last hours of this
unhappy woman are a strange mingling of strength and weakThere is now nothing left her but to die she must die.
ness.

The Century

will

after her death her

—

On
side,
ble.

and

the night of

Mav

23, 1776, friends

gather about her bed-

knowing it is the end, and the loss seems to them irreparaWith a supreme effort she begs d'Alembert to forgive her
falls

Her

back unconscious.
words were those of an American statesman

last

:

"

Do

I

Greeks," from the

entire set, to consist of eight uniform

volumes, $6.00 per

set.

Other new publications by the same publisher are a small "Handy
Atlas of the World," containing nearly juo pages, with a map on
every second page, the opposite page being occupied with descripAlso Drummond's "Natural Law in the
tion and statistics.
Spiritual World," which Bishop Doane calls " a great work."
Nearly 200 pp.; cloth, 40

cts.

to our exchange table, with much pleasure, the
The Chicago Law Times, a handsome quarterly
magazine of over 100 pages, edited by a woman, Mrs. Catherine
V. Waite of this city. Of the dozen leading articles which it
contains three are by women: " Chief Justice Chase," by Mrs.
H. M. Tracy Cutler, which is accompanied by a fine frontispiece
"Women Jurors in Washington Territory," by LeliaJ.
portrait;
Robinson, L.L.B., and "Admission of Women to the Bar,"
by Ellen A. Martin. 11 future numbers keep up to the high
level of this first one, the magazine will be not only a credit to

welcome

number

the lady

St.

Mr. W.J.

"The Coinage
view. The third

point of

artistic

of the

Mr.
number, has four

in this

of

page illustrations, examples of the work of Barrias, Delaplanche,

full

Le Feuvre and Fremiet. The introductory paper is given of Mrs.
Van Rensselaer's series on "The Cathedrals of England," which
is

one of the most important

said to be

An

ever under-

art enterprises

by John T. Stoddard, on
" Composite Photography," which gives several examples of the
combined loveliness of the "sweet girl-graduates" of Smith
Of one
College, blending each class into one mysterious whole.
taken by this magazine.

gazing

John B. Alden, New York, has recently issued the first volumes of a new edition of Guizot's "History of France" in handsome dark morocco, the edges neatly marbled. Price for the

We

quite an art number.

Brownell's notes on " French Sculptors,"

a peculiar,

first

is

has an article on

critic,

article

of these composites, the " Lounger," in a late Critic says: "

live!"

still

March

for

Stillman, the art

where one might
to taste

as

pie,

was

were, and served at a Barmacide feast

-it

see and scent the savory dish, yet
It

it.

It

experienced in

I

sweet girl-graduates baked into a

at these nine-and-forty

photographic
fail

uncanny sensation that

rather

a

me

struck

must forever

that a writer like Mr. Stockton

might make much of the idea of

young man's

a sentimental

quest in Northampton of the original of this portrait, and his
like, yet in no instance identical
one that had charmed him. I make the suggestion
now, without charge to any one who cares to act on it and is
competent to do so." A second paper on "Faith-Healing and its
Phenomena," by Rev. Dr. J. M. Buckley, is preceded by an article by Mr. R. Kelso Carter, one of the leading disciples of the
faith-cure.
The Lincoln history is given considerable space, and

being beset by faces singularly
with, the

the one complete story

is

by Geo.

W.

Cable.

of

who

edits

Nicholas

expected to be

in

it,

but to the legal profession at large.

March

for

weather.

is

as breezy in tone as the

Among

its

many

month

OPINIONS OF THE OPEN COURT.
Capital
I like

number of The Open Court. — Prof. W. D. Gunning.

the appearance of The

tentatious.

Open Court

very much.

It is

neat and unos-

prefer the smaller size of the page, and the wider space between

I

is also an improvement.
Desp te Mr. Abbott's injunction, it is the
Index resuscitated under more propitious conditions. The old companions are
all there.
I thought it very considerate of you to let your former colleague to
have as usual the honor of opening the Court. What serious and arduous work
you have now before you. To establish Ethic and Religion npoji a scientific
Dr. Edmund Montgomery.
basis.
It is the greatest of all reformatory tasks.

the lines

is

delightful things in

way of pictures, stories, etc., are continuations of the Mexican
an interesting bit
story, "Juan and Juanita," an Alaskan story
of biography in "The Boyhood of Thomas Bailey Aldrich," now
editor of the Atlantic Monthly, and a new "Brownie" poem and

the lust

is

Your new

craft sails well

Your

number

first

is

and has good

freight.

here and looks finely.—

M.

J.

Thomas Davidson.
Savage.

the

;

pictures, by

have glanced at The Open Court, like its exterior, form, paper, type, its
tout ensemble, and also the articles under the different headings, as now only
glanced at. Hope the O. C. will succeed in bringing much folly to deserved
judgment and condign punishment. Wm. Zimmerman, Chicago.
I

Palmer Cox.
The Open Court

is

received.

good things which gave value

Surfeited as we are with the reminiscences and letters of
our traveling scribes, we welcome none the less heartily what
Oliver Wendell Holmes begins to tell us, in the Atlantic for
March, of " Our Hundred Days in Europe," confident that he will

make

us

feel,

ere

close, that that

its

time

is all

too limited for our

James Breck Perkins gives a sketch of
Theophile Gautier, the French critic; "Longfellow's Art" is
criticised and enlarged upon by H. E. Scudder; "The Hippo-

pleasure in the recital.

lytos of Euripides"

is

and Agnes Repplier

the subject of an article by

W.

C. Lawton,

and readable paper on "The
There are poems by James Russell
Lowell, Louise Chandler Moulton and others, of which the best
is "Blindfold," by Andrew Hedbrooke. "The Lady from Maine,"
a short story, is concluded in this number. The continued stories
are by Crawford, and the combination novel by Mrs. Oliphant
and the editor of the Atlantic.
lias

Curiosities of Criticism."

a bright

Came

duly

contents.

my

in receipt of

It is

an honor

No.

It

1.

was

— Chas.

Otto Wittstein,
it seems
wear more

so mournful for the old Index, hut
*

Essay, but

I

am

sure

I like it

*

the

with its appearance and
cause of Humanity and Reform. Shall do

I

to

Rochelle,

me

III.

that a phcenix is

plumage than
have not yet read thoroughly Mr. Hegeler's

arising from the old ashes that bids fair to

even the dear Index.

some of
Eaton, Toledo, O.

evidently going to have

Am highly gratified

to the great

best to obtain subscribers for you.
I

is

to the Index.

attractive

pretty well, at least.

Lita Bai'NEY Sayles, Killingly, Conn.
first number of vour Journal and it is
say it more than pleases me. It contains several articles
Especially that of my namesake, Mr. Potter,
of, it seems to me, great merit.
" The Need for Free-thought Education," is very timely and should be repeated
by every Liberal paper in the country. A. L. Potter, I. a Mott, la.
I

have just finished reading the sample

not to natter

when

I

—

The

first

number of The Open Court is full of promise
—T. P. Wilson, M. D., Ann Arbor, Mich.

of a great and

useful future.

The

first

looks, clear

number of The OrEN Court has a cordial welcome.
it is. — F. A. Angell, Montclair, N J.

and bright

T

.

Clean

it

